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New Medical Arts
Building Discussed
By Hospital Board
,
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The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board was given a report by a
censtruction management consultant
on methods of reducing building costs
on a proposed medical arts building at a
specrafsession attheboardThursday.
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410,ON THE BEACH?--:-No, this bikini-clad lass is not sunning herself on the
sand of Miami Beach. She's actually on the front lawn of Charles and Elsie
Thurman in Gatesborough 'subdivision along with her "black tie" friend at
right. The Thurmans put in several hours creating the snow sculptures
yesterday during the largest snowfall so far this winter. The snow -forced
the closing of Calloway County School yesterday and today and the cancellation of the Murray High-Fulton Co. basketball game tonight_
Calloway's game with Providence is still scheduled for Saturday night,

Murray Rotary Club To
ficrst-Ifisit By-Japanese

--eteleetronwarerrairttar--.'"
.
".

Carter Talking About Early Action On Tax Cut
PLAINS,Ga.(AP)-President-elect
▪ Carter, talking for the first time about
possible early action on a permanent
tax cut, is meeting with key
congressional Democrats to see if they
might favor a one-shot tax rebate to
boost the economy.'
Thirteen leaders of the Democratic
-majority were-to-meet he!c teddy with
Carter and his economic team in an
effort to hammer out a joint program to
stimulate an economy that Carter and
his advisers feet is far from robust. .
The President-elect met with his
iiöriikàides Thursday and later said

possibility of a temporary tax stimulus
he hoped he could disclose at least the
as well."
broad outlines of an economic program
He did not elaborate,on the natare of
"if we can reach a compatible unthe temporary stimulus, beyond saying
derstanding' wfth the congressional
it "would only be for one year."
delegation today.
But it was learned that Carter had
Among those: meeting with Carter
voiced a preference for a tax rebate
tOday yeas House Speaker Thomas P.
that -would .quickly* give taxpayers
O'Neill, who said Thursday that Carmoney to pump into the economy inter's economic -proposals
stead of a reduction in income tax
priority in the House, where tax
withholding rates that would be felt
legislation must originate. •
-slowly over the entire year.
Carter said options under discuss4on
Thursday included "a permanent '(ax - Carter previously _spoke of 'permanent Lax cuts as part of an- over-all
reduction, which would be iompatible
tax reform that might take months to
with long ThIIge reforms, . plus 'the
prepare, but Thursday he said:
"I think ij would take at least until
next fall to work out a perfect tax
reform package, but if there are some
small elements that are obviously going
to be part of an over-all package, they
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Fair and Cold
Fair and cold tonight,low from minus
five to zero. Partly cloudy and cold with
a chance of snow flurries Saturday.
high in the low to mid teens. Sunda
cloudy with chance ofsnow flurries.

FIRM CHANGES HANDS—The sale of Winchester Printing was announced today by Joe Pat Winchester, right. The new owner of the firm,
which has been in business since 1964, is Charles Olree, left.(Story on Page
12).
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KSP Post One Issues A1rno0
19,000 Citations Last Year

I

Officers Post One of the Kentucky
State 'Pollee issued almost 19,000
eitatimis during 1976.arcording to-in• formation released today by Troopet
Richard Wright, information officer for
the post. ,
Wright said that the post issued 18,939
citations during the-Year while logging
a total of 1,131,510 miles on West
Kentucky highways. In additign to the
citations, the troopers issued 6,481
warnings, assisted 4,297 motorists,
investigated 2,940 accidents and
arrestecti.112 DWI'.
•
_
Uniformed personnel reported 370
criminal investigations and 306
criminal arrests for the year, Wright
added, and 'recovered 24 stolen
vehicles. The number of traffic citations for
1976 increased 42 per cent over the
numb& issued,in 1975. Traffic fatalities
in 19/6 were also' up over 1975. with 65
debthS recorded on West Kentucky
roads last year and 52 the year before.
Trooper Wright. also reported "on
activity in Calloway County for the
month, of December. He said that 76
.citations were issued in the county
during the month, 31 warnings were
issued and 96 motorists assisted., The
iatiareffslovisiwiamosemmoni~

post investigated 13 accidents in the
county, arrested three DWI's and
opened one criminal investigation.
_ Wright also said that throughout the
area the troopers had responded to 32

cut by as much as 25 per cent under the
construction management method,
according to Hartz, because contracts
could be let separately, as needed,
without having to wait for plans to be
*completed.
*
The Hartz firm would provide a
.Erank..Hartz„. of Construction- Cost
construction -manager.-and-"assistanty— Consultants,
a
construction
whose salaries would be paid by the
management company in Owensboro,
board. The construction manager
told the. hoard.about_ some of the ad- - winikt-be-respensible-for,-eoordinat-ing-:- - vantages of the Tanstruction
work on the building. The Hart; firm
managefinent method eff constructing a
would receive a fee for coordinating the
new building.
project. Under construction management,the
The board will decide at its next ..
board would hire &manager to oversee
meeting on whether to employ the
the building program; and not let a__ Hartz
firm
construction
on
general contract bid on the project. The
management, and also will explore
hospital board simild 'purchase all
possibilities Of financing the project at materials for the construction, and
the next meeting.
. - •
request separate bids on the materials
The board also discussed negotiations
and the labor to erect the structure.
with local physicians on the office
Hartz explained that the board will
building. A report from the Drexel
save many thousands of dollars on sales
Toland firm, which is coordinating the
tax on thermaterials, as weir as saving
planning for the building, indicafed that
the profit that a general contractor - 11 letters of intent to occupy the
would make on such a project.
bittrleen signed by local
Also, the construction time would be
doctors.

might very., well be included at this
early stage."
Carter conceded that his own
economic team was not in agreement
after Thursday's three-hour meeting.
He said no effort was made to resolve
differences - until the congressional
leaders arrived."We want to have their
input on an equal

the- Murray Rotary Club will be the
the group will visit the Ryan Milk Plant
host club for six Japanese Rotarians
in Murray and Lee's Country Hams in .
who will be visiting West Kentucky for
Hardin.
a week this spring.
Sunday, May 1, wilt be a free day for
The Japanese, Rotarians will be
visitors and host families - u do • coming to the Jackson Purchase as part
whatever they desire.
of the Rotary exchange program.
Monday, May 2-The group will tour
Participating in the program, in adKentucky Darn and Barkley Dam in the
dition -to the Murray club, will be
morning with the 'Benton Club
Rotary Clubs in Benton, Clinton,
assisting. Lunch will be at Brandon
Fulton, Mayfield and Paducah.
Springs in the Land Between The lakes _
The group will arrive in Murray at 11 , and following lunch the group will tour
a. m. on Saturday, April 30, where they
the LBL. At 6:30 p. m.a Purchase-wide
I

II L., •

he said. lunch at the Colonial House
Ne. said a program to cut _unem- -Smorgasbord_ Hosts for the group will
ployment will remain the priority item
be .families in Murray, Benton and
in his economic. package, adding... Mayfield.
"whatever we can't do with the jobs
The itinerary for the. visiting
program, we'll make up the differences
Japanese is as follows:"
with the tax program."
Saturday, April 30-Following lunch

the Mayfield High School with all six
clubs participating. Mayfield will host
that meeting.
Tuesday,.May 3-:in the miming the
group will tour the MSU Biological
Station at Kentucky Lake. Lunch will
See Rotary. Page 121

Middle School Students Earn Honors In Reaci-A-Thon Project
-- --Four students at the Murray Middle
School were presented special packs for
qualifying in the Read-A-Thon, a
special fund raising project for the
Kentucky Association for Retarded
Citizens sponsored locally by the Zeta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club in cooperation with the librarian,
Joan Wilson, and students at Murray
MiddleSchoot.
Mrs. Donald Jones of the Zeta
Department presented special book
packs to Kelly Calvin, most collected,
Laura McConnell, Janis Lents, and
Amy Carman, who each collected at
least $25.00.
Each of the students had been
,presented a pack and asked persons to
be their sponsors for the number of
books read in the project. Money from

the project has been sent to the Kentucky ARC and since Murray has a
local association 75 to-80 per cent of the
funds will be returned for use %ere in
the local organization.
Middle School students also receiving
certificates for participating but not
qualifying for the special pack were
Kiln Qies, Sheila Vickers..... Mark
Hussung, Caroline Schoenfeldt, Debbie
Dornfield, Chris Clark, Doug T-utt, Kelli
Crawford, Jill Thompson, Tarnrny
Andrews, Ben Underwood, Tim Brown,
Emily Apperson, John Mark Billingtgn,
Teresa Ford, Velvet Jones, Lisa
Harrison, Mitchell McNutt; Susan
Rogers, Charles Cella, Gary Galloway,
Kathleen Russell, Gay Evans, Connie
Spann, tine Brown. Cindy Joyce
Williams, Heidi Barrett, Lisa Wilson,

Diana Adams, Ivan George, Sherq Lee
Brandon, Randy WilSon,Rochea Perry,
Brian . Doyle, Barry. Morrison, Gay
Fitch, Kim Sykes, Teresa Tinsley,
Mark Mueller, Dinah Hook, Kellie
Overby, Kayne Beasley, Christian
Grogan, Missy Conner, Kathi Eyrich,
Tanny Ford, Susan Hutchins, Scotty Orr, Ann Schoenfeldt, Mark Austin,
Sherita Greer,Joey Smith, and-deFryBroach.
.
Pictures and names of the winners
from Robertson and Carter Elementary Schools were published December
16 in the Murray Ledger & Times.
Members of the Zeta Department
expressed appreciation to the
librarians, to the children, and to the
sponsors for helping in this project for
the Kentucky Association for Retarded
Citizens.

snow-related accidents between
midnight, last night and 6 a.m. this
morning. This figure did not incrude
those incidents in which motorists had
simply run off the road, Wright added

State Police To Offer
Toll-Free Phone Number
cost for a toll free number at each ofthe
FRANKFORT- Two Kentucky State
Police posts in Western Kentucky will ...,. 16 state police posts would be about
-5e offering a toll free telephone number' $48.000 a year. If the pilots prove sucby the end of this month.
cessful, officials said they aI try to get
'mansion monies fir-dieted.
Callers will be put in touch with the
The 18 counties covered by the nel4
radio room of post headquarters at
system are: Fulton, Hickman. Gra% e-.
Madisonville or Mayfield, and
Calloway, Livingston, Marshall,
messages will be immediately relayed
Trigg, McCracken, Ballard and
to a trooper in the field.
Carlisle counties in Post 1; and cricU. Emie.Bivens'of.the State Police ...tenden, Caldwell, Christian, Todd.
safety education division said'The toil
Muhlenberg, Fiqp.kins and --Websto7
free system is an effort to make state
police more accessiblesto rural Ken-' Counties in Post 2.
The Madisonville number, I-S0O-4.:tuckians."
2372, will be in operation Monday; Jar"
The Madisonville and Mayfield post
O. The Mayfield number, l-800-59programs are pilots to .gauge the 5401, is expected to be in operation 1..*
feasibility of & statewide System The - the endof January.
.
•
•
Vow
Naosivionimateastesirisaraiettailitaxiarauste*Af

•sor
Mbrray Middle School students receiving Kook packs signifying they collected at least S25.00 in the Read-A-Thon for
the Mentally Retarded Citizens were, left to right, Kelly Calvin, most collected, Amy Carman, Laura McConnell, and Janis
Lent Standing in back is Mrs. Donald Jones of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Pub. Mrs. loan Wilson is
librarian at the'school .
Pholo by Kaye Peebles
•
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DEAR TALKS: Stert by resolving to talk only when
you have something of consequence to sat-Then-resolve
never to interrupt anyone. And don't be hurt, dear. Your
son did you a kindness.
DEAR ABBY: Who wrote: "Any woman who wilraccept
attention from a married man-no matter how lonely,
unmisunderstood, henpecked, mistreated, neglected or
happy he claims to be-is stupid, cruel, cheap, dishonest
and shortsighted'"?
HELENE

1Deak Abh

Saturday, January 8
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of DAR will meet at
the home of Mrs. Paul Sturm
at 1:30 p.m.

Monday, January 10
Homemakers
Friendship
Club will meet- with Kay
Adams at nine a. m.

SOUPER SCRAMBLE
For delicious scrambled
eggs, combine one .can (It
ounces) Cheddar cheese soup,
eight eggs, slightly beaten,
and dash of pepper. In bowl,
first stir soup until smooth;
Tuesday, January 11
gradually blend in eggs and
Elm Grove Baptist Church pepper. In 10st skillet, melt
Women will meet at the home two tablespoons butter; pour
of Mrs. Stella Fhtrell at 130p.
in egg mixture. Cook over low .
tn.
heat; do not stir. As mixture
0
begins to set around edges,
Dexter Senior Citizens will
lift cooked portions
gently'
meet at Community_ etrater_at _
-Oath Viti-kutiffloYdYarthhi,
9:30 a. in.
uncooked portion can flow to
bottom- Continue gently
theMartin's Chapel United
cooked portions until
lifting
Methodist Church Women will
are completely set, but
eggs
meet at seven p. m.
still moist.' Makes four sers.
-Ving
Murray Star Chap ei No.
433 OES wilt meet'at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. iii.

Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South -Pleasant Grove United
A family dinner honoring Methodist Church is scheduled
eiseleerseey at bk. to meet at seven p. m.
tes.„.Sorh
a
took
reeently
.
divorced
is
who
sitter,
My
DEAR ABBY:
She
Cissy:
.
Rutland of Almo
daughter
Gdy
Mrs.
-year-old
and
8
an
full-time job. She has
child is 01415 will be at the Holiday him
Lottie Moon Group of First
refuses $o get a babysitter'for Cissy, saying the
ter
Bible Church Women will
enough to take care of herself for the three hourcaf
meet at the home of Mrs.
school until my sister gets home.
Sunday,January 9
really worried about my niece She is a quiet child
NorEdgar
Holland at 7:30 p. m.
Porter
Mrs.
and
Mr.
on
and I am concerted about the responsibility this thrusts
wood will be honored at a Postponed first Monday due to
mother
My
).
year-ago
la
father
her
her right after losing
- reception 'Lit celebration of weather.
has threatened to report the situation to the child services
their 50th wedding andepartment in our town.
a niversary at the home of Mr. "-January Bible Studyswill be
Sis thinks we're being silly and says she can't afford
I
By Abigail Van Buren
sitter even if she felt one was needed. Mother and both and Mri. Sherman Powell, at First Bpatist Church at
Circ es of First United
976 by C1.7ocato T nbune 1,1 V News Sytwi I nc
Benton Route Eight, Olive and seven p. m.
work,so we can't volunteer our services.
Church Women will
Methodi
of
the
welfare
the
feel
I
but
fight,
I don't want a family
Hamlet Road, from three to
follows: Bessie
as
meet
do?
we
Chancellors,
child is at stake. What should
The
'
CONCERNED five p. m. The family requests
parlor, Alice
church
at
Tucker
from
team
eyangelistjc.
that guests not. hringlifts;
DEAR ABI4: I am a 73-year-old woman. I'm wellty Branch'Universi
at
Waters
- Bemidji, Minn., will present a
ed-uftt snd h-sve-beetractiv-e--a-nd gregarious- all-my
of Bank of Murray, and
rie-------:
United
the
Kirksey
avoidinef
at
too
been
d
is
concert
Lately I've noticed that people have
DEAR CONCIERNED: I agree. An 8-year-ol
January 10
na- FroM•.with_ Mrs.
Methodist Churdrat-seveirp-.--•Maryloo
__Yesterday- _my_ eldest son took .me...aside__ and BAHL ._ Young to be"on het 011eb-for three hours,Heed-arse week.
Murray
of
e
Board
C.
Winter; all at 9:30 a.
Executiv
John
talk
you
whom Cissy
'Mother, I don't want to hart your feelings, but
m. No admission and public
If your sister can't find a friendly neighbor toalternative.
Doran in Senior
meet at
will
Club
Faith
and
Woman's
m.,
only
the
-seems
too much." .
sitter
invited.
can report after school, a
a
such
as
came
It
church at two
house.
club
of
die.
at
to
the
the
m.
Room
to
kyr
a
Youth
11-30
wanted
I
report
hurt.
so
IWas
Abby.
II your sister doesn't agree, and you
riit:Tdidli-t-realiie- at-th liec-n-Tarking-more
ent, don't prepare for a "family Meeting postponed because of _ Calloway County High.
departm
services
__child
than usual, but-apparently I-had been. Now. I _ain..sk_seli. fight," but for it full-scale family was
- stints on Mat Monday.
School Band . Boosters Club
conscious and inhibited.- I _hesitate to open my mouth in
Murray TOPS Club will
will meet at the school at
and
a
much
personal
For
too
talked
company. I was much happier when. I
Everyone has a problem. What's yours?
United seven p.m.
s
Chapel
at the Health Center at
Russell'
meet
90069
wasn't aware of it.
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif.
will
en
Church-Wom
t
p. m.
Methodis
seven
If there is a happy medium, how does one find it'?
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Tuesday, January 11
meet at the church.
TALKS TOO MUCH
LH!,aims pa
Ellis Center will be open
Homemakers Club will meet
ten a. m. to three p. m. as follows: Paris Road with.
from
Mu. KiffifyC Ow/4r4
Ruth Warren Baptist Yining
Phone /53-3111?,
senior citizens- with sack Mrs. Blaine White and
Women of Sinking Spring for
and band Coldwater with Mrs. Charles
noon
at
lunch
Church will meet at the home
practice at one p. m.
Joe West, both at One p. m.,
of Carol Turner at seven p.m.
and Stars and Stripes at
Murray Quota Club will Extension office at seven p. m.
Sigma Department, Murray
at twelve noon at the
meet
Womares Club, will meet at
Inn.
Triangle
-Freed-Hardeman College
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Associates will meet at the
Grace Baptist Church University Church of Christ
Lunch for Senior Citizens
are scheduled to meet Annex at seven p. m. All inWomen
will be served North Second
-11101151040lieHMINOWee
m. at the church.
p.
two
at
terested ladies are welcome. •—.Street Community Center- at
twelve noon. Bread baskets
Groups of First Baptist
and napkins rings will be
Women will meet as
Church
made in the arts and craft's
Owen
NEEDUPOIST
—
-121JU:_.
-.4iieoh,
usc--14to
-foliesvi
--sessionnine a. m.,II wi
at
n
Billingto
Stretching — Blocking
Donation for meal requested. Mrs. 0. C. Wells at ten a. m.,
l'role,r,,titill‘ Ii,,,,,
and III with Mrs. Jim Kee at
HOLTON FLYNT
PAT
Recovery, Inc., will meet at two p. m.
DECORATOR
INTERIOR
First. • Presbyterian Churic,
753-1299
.
First Baptist Church Bible
16th and Main Streets, at 714
753-3913
Study will be at seven_p.
,
-.0•••
• -p-m,
DEAR HELENE: I did.

• Talkative Woman

Ties Her Tongue

Sto.Agy,

THISISTraI

076,

TOWN!

and Baptist
at Westview Nursing Home by the Baptist Women
The annual Shop-A-Rama was held for the patients
church
and
money
donated
Class
School
Sunday
The Men's
Yoltg Women of the Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
items
useful
and
crafts,
which consists of taking giftitems,
members donated items to be used at the Shop-A-Rama
themfor
items
choose
to
helpers
and
nurses
bf
with the help
and placing them on display to allow the patients
feel he or
g table was set up and this allowed the patient to
selves or for the patients to give as gifts. kgift wrappin
is the
right
the
on
and
d
displaye
are
sifts
many
On the left the
she was having the opportunity to "go shopping:"
served.
refreshment table where the patients were

2- TOMORROW!
7

,77474A
.124.

Store Wide
January
Pre-Inventory

ENOCH BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Enoch of
Murray Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Michael
Robert, weighing seven
pounds fifteen ounces and 211#2
inches long, born on Tuesday,
December 14, at 1:34 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Theyhave another son,
Jeffrey Howard, age three.
The father is a lineman with
the South Central Bell
Telephone Company:
Grandparents are Mr, and
Mrs. Fred Enoch of Hazel
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Howard McNeely of Murray.

- Cards
-Candies Silver - atm; --07(Fts's - Pottery - Copper - Brass
- Wicker Pewter
Jade
-Soaps
Jewelry
Pictures
Wood - Sculptures
Turquoise
Planters Baskets -Figurines -Carvings -

Zile *pedal ®ccasion,
10 a.m.-5 p.m.— 753-3111

121 Bypass - Murray, Ky.

Program Information 753-3314
Thru Wed.

4th Big week
7:15.9:35+ 2:30 Sat.,Sun.

KNIT SALE
FAMOUS NAME MANUFACTURER QUIT...WE BOUGHT THE ENTIRE STOCK OF
FINEST QUALITY KNITS, AT A MERE FRACTION OF ORIGINAL MILL COST!

BRAND NEW SPRING'77

POLYESTER
-KNITS
MADE TO SELL FOR $3.00 to $8.00 A YARD,

ALL AT ONE UNBELIEVABLE LOW,LOW PRICE!
FROM THESE FAMOUS MILLS!

Late Show Tonite & Sat. 11:40
"Only In My Dreams"(X)18 Or Over Only
—All Seats $2.00-

• ROSEWOOD
• FOXCO
• - FAVICLA
• CHELSEA
• CALVERT
• TEXEI
• SIETE X

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MILLIKEN
QUORUM
OCTCCKLOPMAN
WINSTON
WAMSUTT A
STEVENS

AND MANY, MANY OTHERS

- MESE FIAIE QUAUTY KNITS!
Thru Sun.
Each Feature Shown Once
bp OM Oe uremia
•

'Xing
kM Bid,CharlesGrudin froosiong Jessica Langc
rd

Big week

15
3 BIG HITS

SHE'S MUD
I, *MI, M,
BW 910t
MADE
klt0
thot TwiCE
MREADI
11115
EVIIIING• •
11110 7141

at 9:05

MARATHON

POLYESTER & SILK DOUBLE KNITS
POLYESTER & COTTON DOUBLE KNITS
POLYESTER & LINEN DOUBLE KNITS
SCREEN PRINTED INTERLOCK KNITS
NEW SHEER-LOOK POLYESTER KNITS
STRIPES, CHECKS, PLAIDS & FANCIES
PANT WEIE,FIT SOLID STITCHES
. AND MANY., MANY OTHERS

GUARANTEE
If after touthasie of Max from R liMNANTrliOUSE you fid
fabric from
Mat You cari purchase the identical

Ii You Want To E0
Where It's At
rtenielo —

ritt0116

tSWl
01411

7:15,9:25+ 2:30Sat.,Suni

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

— WHO
fin M114811
DOUS NSW WfUll

Imagine, Savings up to 56 00 a Yard, on brand new
Spring '77 Polyester Knits. 1 housands of yards 4:1,
every store . All full bolts,60- wide and every piece
f•iirst .quality. All ,from America's Foremost Mills and
all at one unbelievable low, low price?

'REMNANT HOUSE sill cheer ly refund
the diffmew*,
Va.^at RO ConMORNAeSirti-iirifef
b.a
r-0
web eserp

FABRIC MART

0V41
sit

'5

Plus at 10:45 —
"Chrome
and
of Leather"

MAN
DUSTIN HOFFMAN
LAURENCE OLIVIER

ai6•ad*-•
kakimtiem
Cale• Aviri

a

Sale Starts Saturday, Jolt 8
•

9 5(M Th)
9 6(-Frstay) I

-s N Paris in. •9 __5.,A..i*urdaY
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utensils and work surfaces not to touch the surface when
efter each use. Bacteria can • handling. Display print under
be destroyed by rinsing glass to protect it from dust
utensils and work surfaces and air pollutants. To 'bring.
with chlorine laundry bleach out the best appearance of the
in the proportidle”rectzets-----vrint refrain from using nonmended on the -package. glare glass. Using a mat
'will
Cutting boards, meat grin- keep the print from touching
ders, blenders and can and eventually sticking to the
openers particularly need this glass. - Mildred Potts,
protection. - Pat Curtsinger. LaCenter.

Coffee Cup Cotter

Robin Lee Newcomb Married:
To Mark William Cantrell In
Impressive Church Ceremony

Miss

Depiirinterst lu
Hear 1ItNtoCI: Program

By University of Ky. ' The standard fluorescent tube
is 40 watts and, as a rule, vie
County Extension Agents
"An
Introduction
To
use 75 to 150 waft bulbs.
for Hoene Economies
History" will be the subject of
Ah;
Only clean cloths can do a Anotheraaving is a three-way
the program to be presented
- Juanita Amonett,
and
cleaajob - without smearing
at the meeting of the Sigma
Paducah.
nelt
soiled,
dirt
around.
When
The wedding of Miss Robin wearing the traditional blue terpiece was a silver canDepartMent of the Murray
pour
loose
shake
clotlis
to
remove
Lee.. Newcomb,idaughter of garter.
delabrum holding wIllta_ dust and lint before washing. Cut collar and interfacing as
Woman's Club on Monday,
low .
Mr. and Mrs. Robert a
She carried a Colonial candles, pink dubsxmet carJanuary
houa10;
e. t 7:30'p. rn:atthe
directed by pattern. Prepare
with
.ure
Launder
in
water
hot
Newcomb of Puryear, Tenn., bouquet of gardenias and nations and white snapclub
interfacing
by
trimming
ges,
and 1Viar1i William Cantrell, stephenotis and English ivy dragons. The tiered wedding other heavily soiled items:
:Martha Shirley, Kaye
Use adequate detergent or diagonally across corners,
ions
Art is one of the reasons for
... acel..91._ML.and Mrs. Glen A. trimmed in lace.
Peebles,
and Doralyn Lanier
lost
inside
This
-Most
searnline.
abo
accidents
hIft,
tie
InkliaLak.e
-soap.
the
'cre144-11
"
Mortise bleach
the Increased demands' of
Cantrell of Paris, Tenn., was - The bride's maid of honor cake
of the bride's bouquet, was on aids cleaning
prevents knobby corners -in original prints. They prints kitchen) happen when people of the Murray Middle -School_
HetJudy
'
v to
solemnized in a -lovely winter and only attendant was Miss one end and tile crystal bowl of
-'
fuushed collars. Fuse or baste are the results of the artist use cooking oil,or grease faculty will present the
ntly
wedding at the First Baptist Wanda Kemp .She wore a red --pink punch on the other end. ternum, Hickman.
interfacing to collar, and
intil
work on a surface used to carelessly around a hot burner Program.
- Church, Paris, Tenn., with the velvet gowh patterned after- . The griezim's table was
HOstesses will be Meadimeav;
proceed with- construction as .4-produce the print. Pxoper care -or oven. Wearing long ENERGY
but
SAVE
Rev. Carroll C. Owen of- the bride's except with a self -Spread by a band crocheted
Sam
Housden, Mary Jane
directed
,
by
pattern.
Dean
full
and
sleeves
flowing
serwill insure a long life for the
ficiating at the double ring sash and fuller sleeves. Her Sabloclotb.puide hv thebrids'-s THROUGH LIGHTING Three Roper,
..„..-.._
Mayfield.
blouses close to a cooking unit Jackson, Richard Knight,
can
be
tolive
light
times
more
print
and
extended
enjoyment
ceremony.
'headpiece was of red- velvel- late maternal grandmother: gotten from fluorescent lights
-'
for the Viewer. Hold the print Is also asking for trouble. --- John gamy:Joe Prince, and
Preceding the ceremony 'leaves and a sifolader veil of The choeolate cake was
Gus Robertson, Jr.
Thoroughly clean all dishes, with both hands, taking cart Maxine Griffin Clinton
bulbs.
thanf
rom
incandescent
Mrs. George Webb, organist, red illusion. Her floWers were - decorated with a nature scene
played a group of selected a cascade of pink Fuji mums depicting the groom's hobby
hymns. The bride entered to and English ivy.
- canoeing ,;,- and was
the traditional Bridal Chorus
COUPONS
Bob Simmons of Knoxville, surrounded by clusters of
from the opera "Lohengrin" Term., served the groom as -grapes.Good thru Jan. 11
and George Webb vocalized best man. Ushers were Jim
Rice bags were distributed
- The-Lord'S Preyer" as the Reseda of Rolla, Mo., Rex by Trevor and Troy Bennett,
"
couple knelt for prayer at the Paschall of Mart
nn:, and sons of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
conclusion--of-.the- eeremofty, Rebert-Neweornb--Jr.;-brother----Bermete.-------------- -The altar arrangement of the bride.
Serving at the reception
included a gold arched canThe guest register was were Mrs. Linda Bennett,
_'_ delabrurn flanked by spiral attended -by Mrs. Delores -Miss- Martha --Berton, Mrs.
_ _,„._ • .. candelabra. On either side Wyliii.
Kate Coats,.Mrs. Clarice
galValis
" .0.--------- were Jade palms and silver
The bride's mother wore for Duncan, Miss Gail Hainley,
urns of white chrysartlielliadding a floor length blue Mrs. Tootsie Paschall . and
themums on pedestals. A knit dress with matching long Mrs. Ella Stewart.
white prie-dieu decorated with sleeved jacket. She used silver
When the couple left for a
white ,miuns completed the jewelry and had a corsage of few days at Kentucky Darn
setting.
pink rosebuds.
Village,the bride was wearing
• ..
Family' pews
were Mrs. Cantrelr,lhe • groom's a jade green knit dress, with
by sprays of white mother was wearing a long balloon sleeves and a gathered
.... porn pons, mums and ivy,
aqua knit with jewel trim at yoke. - She wore gardenias
Bride's Dress
the waistline. Her flowers from her bouquet at her
in The bride was escorted by were pink rosebuds.
shoulder. They are now at
, home in University Courts at
her father who gave her in
Reception marriage. She was radiant in
The Newcombs received Martin, -Tenn.
her gown nf_ white velvet in guests in the. church
Out-of-town guests for the
simple empire style designed fellowship hall following the wedding were Mrs. Nancy
with fitted midriff, long ceremony. The wedding party Chapman of Kansas City,
tapering sleeves and vae greeted guests in the receiving Mo.; Mrs. Helen Thacker of
neckline.
line after which they were Poplar Bluff, Mo.; Mrs. Carol
13 on.
limit 3
served-punch, cake, assorted March, Miss Susan Marsh,
'
The flare skirt ended in a
Super
&
Natural
Hold
.
brief train. Her cathedral sandwiches and snacks along Mrs. Carrie Newcomb, of
.
length veil was of handmade with nuts, mints and-toffee. Norwell, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
Iteg..97
—.-.--Gesaaan-iiiee -tisai-wea...aise---Tites-brislele-iablek--was---lasgen-Saggswen-elf--Soia
••••
1
used to trim the dress neck covered in a white satin cloth Bend, Ind.; Mrs. Glenda
Goodihry
January
11,
1977
11,,se•To
and sleeves. she wore a pearl with floor length ruffles edged Swiers of Manhattan, Kan.;
on a gold chain that belonged in lace. Garlands of'boxwood Mrs. Alma Pentecost, Eric A.
to her mother, and small pearl were draped to clusters of Lucas, Mrs. Hilda Cantrell,
_
earrings. She 'also was white porn pons. The cen- Mr. and Mrs. Boert Cantrell,
Ted,.Robert and Brad, Sherry
Gibson and Trei McClure of
Palmersville, Tenn., Mrs.
Alma -McGinley of Nashville,
Tenn., Skipper, Cheryl and
100's
Christy Cobb of Newbern,
Limit 2
Tenn.; Mrs. Aniata Howell
'Frances Dtake
Herbal Bath - Bubble Both
-r
and Sam of Dover, Tenn.;
8,1577
JANUARY
SATURDAY,
FOR
Reg. 1.17
Bath Oil Beads
,Edith Heise and Hank Hatcher
Limit 2
What Ic* d of daywill VIRGO
of Murray; and from Martin
Size
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tomorrow be? To find out what (Aug.24 to Sept. 2U---- hi
were "Res! Paschall, Jan
00
If
:32CM2
the stars say, read the forecast
in yourirThey
"'n
Burton, Cindy Jones and Phil
swiLalangen
indieel.eu.
Re receptive:
'Oven for your birth Sign.
Reg. 1.44
Hamilton.
will be for the better. During the
Rehearsal
Dinner
p.m.
you
could
meet
someone
.ARIES important to your future.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Cantrell
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Good thru January 11, 1971
r-)r
honored their son and . his
You may be asked to do a LIBRA
"tt
(Sept
24
to
Oct.
23)
A:
46
hio
little extra, to change your
fiancee at a dinner on the eve
Don't be distracted -from
plans. If it won't interfere with
of the wedding.
urgent considerations, he obligations by She frivolous
Lilt
Twenty'guests were invited
suggestions of others. Take
agreeable.
Dining
to
the
Red
Carpet
time
when
you
to
relax
only
_
TAURUS
have earned-It. .
Room at Woodliiwn, Paris,
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Complete Kit
Tenn., --and were seated
Personal relationships under SCORPIO
Special & Body Wove
,
") 111.
ickle
"' t°
_day_
ri_for
°Thhost
fluences. Most kT
excellent eilighir_tongeniaF
aroundi
art
ground
an attractive table
1 I
d_ecorittedin
the
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and
who
FIND
the
coefregeously
Reg.
1.47
and you may even be the
wedding colors of burgundy
seemingly imJohnson's
recipient of an unexpected gift. way to hurdle
and pink.
possible obstacles. Not too
:Good thru Janslory_11, 191Z
GEMINI
difficult a task for one born
( May 72 to June 21)
28 oz. Size
under your Sign!
Be prepared for a "touch" SAGITTARIUS
from sotneone you feel rather (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
ectiii°
sorry for,- but- don't go overpeople
as
you
Meet
as
many
giving.
Generosity
board in
can now - studying them obLimit 2
CAN be carried too far.
jectively and listening to all'
CANCER
Reg. 3.99
points of view. You will not only
(June 22 to July 23) 90 enjoy
the
contacts,
but
widen
The
Willing
Workers
Class
You may have to sacrifice your mental horizons conand their husbands met at the
some p • vnal desires for the siderably----benefit of others: But, in the CAPRICORN
Good thru Jonudry 11, 1977
church for a special, dinner
long run, it will prove worth- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id
meeting.
,
while.
A short devotion was given
Do not be swayed by your
LEO
emotions.
Objectivity
la/A_
Airing_
by
Sara Crick, and Bro.
23)
Aug.
24
to
(July
you a clearer -Kali of all ,Lawson Williamson, pastor of
Avoid those who would try to situations.
Get in some advance
the church, led in prayer
pry information out of you. A planning for
Limit 2
32 oz. Size
next week's acslip of the tongue at the wrong tivities.
before the 38 members and
moment could have- serious AQUARIUS
their guests enjoyed a
repercussions.
7
994
delightful meal.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your capacity for recognizing
On Monday, December 20,
Reg,.1.99
the plights of others can be
the Willing Workers Clais met
•
excellently deployed now. Do all
(4.
at Seven Seas for. a - dinner
tarinvir:Gboa thru January 1 97r_A ;
•
in your power to assuage
party. Gladys Williamson was
distress, inspire others to
V.
in
charge
of the devotion.
constructive optimism.
The group of 22 members
PISCES
enjoyed a meal before ex( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Look- well into proposed
changing gifts. The -claSs suggestions, or. you may find
tr)
presented their , teacher,
yourself involved where you
1
Federal High Power
22 Long Rifle
Mildred
Harrison,
and
their
least desire it. Some definite
substitute
teacher,
Ruth
"no" answers will be required.
Warren, with a gift from the
@'
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Good thru January 11 (977
class members.
Capricornian, thus indepenLimit 2
The
next
meeting
will be'on
dence, energy, progressiveness
Monday, January 17, at the
and practicality are your mom
Reg. 97'
outstanding qualities. You are ,hotrie of Betty Gentry.
intellect
•
endowed
with
a
fine
Jr
Per Pose In Living
Goad thru January 1 P. 1977
and a keen wit which, un- •
fortunately, you sometimes use
too Sharply, blighting others
with biting sarcasm. Try to
HOSPrIAL PATIENT
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curb this trait, since it alienates
Roy Bogard of Murray was
*No Limit
those who could be invaluable
dismissed December 24 from
friends otherwise. You acquire
*Groups Okay
knowledge readily and always
thd
frenton Municipal
*AR Ages
strive for tap achievement in
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Champion or AC
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artists-, writers, arctrelogtats
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k
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under
Capricorn.
Birthdate
of:
list Ink 711411S
Myatt and children, Paula,
Peter Arno, cartooqgst, painter;
Pres Puddles In tor
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N! -Elvis Presley, sang*.
Marilyn, and Tina, from
Neg. 77(
England were the holiday
guests of his parents, Mr. and
Good thru January 11 1977
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fie-ITO
00d
eiri
d
r
r. thru ;January-71,,4977
Mrs. James Myatt of
Mayfield. Other guests in the
Myatt home were, Mr. and
Mrs. R. C. Scott, David and
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Sunday School Lesson

111EARTIN

By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on eat))righted outlines produced by (ft I'OUl/ndlet Oat
the Uniform Senes and used tn permission

feel that it-is not right.
It is Heartline'sepinion that it would
be advantageous in numerous ways for
most of America's elderly if they could
earn as much as they wanted to and still
receive all of their Social Security
benefits. At this time, Heartline feels
that either there should be no limit on
what Social Beetwity recipients may
earn, or that the allowed amount of
earned income figure. Whicb is PPOO
for 1977,should be raised substantially„
When this question was put to top
people in the Social Security_
Administration, the following answer
was given to Heartline: the Social
Security cash benefits program is not
designed or financed as an annuity plan
under whieh benefits begin at a
specified age even if the beneficiary
continues to be fully.employed.
Rather, it is a system of social insurance which provides protection
against the risk of foss of income from
work because of retirement in old age,
disability or death, and against the cost
of hospital care for the disabled and at
, age 65.
Thus, when a loss of income from
work occurs because of retirement in
old age, or because a worker dies,
benefits are payable as a partial
Murray Civitans heard Hoyt Roberts
ent of the worker's earnings,
replacem
*announce that a new fruit cake sale
retirement test is the measure
the
and
Iecord had been set with 3,402 pounds of
used to determine whether such a loss
:cake having been sold this year. High
actually occured.
has
Sellers were J. H. Nix, Toy Bolen, Hoyt _JgAjrwm: t,...,s_all&Lkile..pg my
41eheets,andeiieff
Social Security retirement benefits at
Deaths reported include Mrs. Altie
age 62. I will be 65 in six months. Must I
Hughes,age 87.
go to my Social Security office to enroll
"Well we are ready for spring. Had
for Medicare?,
.all the winter we need. Ray_ Munday
ANSWER: No, _since- you have
leaving for Arizona today," from the
already started drawing Social
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Security, you will automatically be
Murray" by James C. Williams.
notified by Social Security about your
In high school basketball games
Medicare by mail.
Calloway County High Lakers beat
,Benton, Murray High Tigers. lost to
South Marshall, and University School
'Colts beat Fancy Farm. High scorers
-for the local teams included Key with 19
and Sliger with 17 for Calloway, Dunn
Federal Level&
'for 14 for Murray High, and Gantt and
Hi See. Wetter "fen" thieldburtert ID)
Uts.
'Harnett each for 14 for the
3327 Dirksee Buildbeg
pr. Ralph Tesseneer spoke on "Youth
Vlesbingten, D. C. 20510
the
of
meeting
the
at
In Our Future"
U. S. Sen. Illencle1111.ford(0)
_Kailkpa Department of the Murray
4121 Dirksien Beide,
Woman

HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
_citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
4081; Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
:Stamped, sell-addressed envelope. The
--most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I have worked under
'Social Security all my life and I am now
"drawing my Social Security benefits.
;Since I have earned this money myself
•by paying into the Social Security fund,
why does the Social Security,
Artininistration limitAhe amounts of
earnings a person can have and still
draw his Social Security benefits? G.F.
ANSWER: Many people that
Heartfine has communicated with also

10 Years Ago

How To Reach
You". Elected Officials

.0KesleineunAk.

20 Years Ago •
: Salaries for county offictls for 1958
_were set and raised by the Calloway
:County Fiscal Court. A ceiling of $6500
.was set for the salaries.
Hays is now _
- Army Pets Bobby
.serving as a supply clerk at the Walter
Medical Center,
Army
-Reed
Washington, D. C. He completed basic
training at Fort Chaffee. Ark.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Roy
,Brandon,aie 61.
. Rob Darnell- hit for 40 points for the
-Kirksey High School Eagles as they
beat the Almo High School Warriors in
a basketball game.
Births reported include a boy, Ricky
- -Lee, to- IA4r__ and_Mrs._ Fdward
- Turner on December 26.
Mrs. Mia Wilson spoke on her recent
, viiit to her native home in Holland at
'the meeting of the Faxon Mothers Club
held at -Faxon School. Mrs. Lucille
. Dodd is club president.

Let's Stay Well

20S10

US.Rep. Carrel Hubbard, Jr.(0)
423 Canes Hesse Office boiling
Weshiseptee, D. C. 20515
Senators and Representatives
All U
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 2243)2? where a U S Capitol
operator •.,11 connect you with the of
ficiolot your ch-ofte

•

the billows of God's wrath against sin
JESUS FACES HIS CALLING should troll- over Him, and as He arose
Mark 1:4-13
from beneath •the water our Lord
When needing a man with a flaming
symbolised His resurrection from the
be-.
would
•
who
,
judgment
of
message
When John the Baptist lifted
_dead.
God
will,
divine
entirely obedient to the
Christ out of the batismal waters, the
chose„.called, equipped, and cornheavens were rent astuuler and the
missioned John the Baptist for the
Spirit came upon Him a dove-like form,
important task of preparing the way for
symbolizing peacefulness, meekness,
the coming of Christ. Ills preaching
gentleness, tenderness, and love, those
mattes
attracted the multitudes, and no
--were to characterize
v
Mettles —Atth
(
-•
not
.dicthe
him
hear
to
went
coin.
who
our
Lord. When He was
of
ministry
the
the
ed
promise the truth, but proclaim
Word without fear or favor. Wilile.he haptil_eil Christ revelyed. the audible
and visible approval of God the Father
condemned/. sin and warned of
Who said,"Thou art my beloved Son,in
jtidgment, he gave people the
I am Well pleased.'" Thus the
-whom
their:
of
ssforgivene
the
of
assurance
testified that _His Son was the
Father
repensins on the condition of their
love and the one in whom
of
bject
o
lance.
delight_
a
great
took
He
preached
only
not
John the Baptist
From the waters of baptism our Lord
repentance, but he also baptized the
was led immediately by the Spirit into
penitent as a sign of the fact that they
the fires of temptation. The Spirit
had repented. He urged them to
impelled Him with *mat energy to go
produce fruits that would prove or show
the reality of their repentance._ He into i more remote, desolate, and
foribrn part of the wilderness and there
emphasized the fact that there must be
to contend with Satan. Evidently it Sills
and
n
professio
harmony between their
a place of great desolation and extreme
their conduct.
•
solitude;•for Mark-wrote that He "was
Godof
Man
'earnest
y
This 'genuinel
with the wild beasts."
dressed like a prophet, clothing himself
In.that horrible solitude, without the
tied
hair
camel's
of
garment
with a
around- him with a girdle or leather sympathy of friends or any possibility
of human assistance or enbelt. He denied himself the ordinary
couragement, Christ Jesus was subthe
_on
comforts of life, subsisted
jected to forty days of terrible assaults
locusts, which were probably dried and
by Satan. With subtle craftiness and
honey,
mountain
or
wild
palatable, and
tremendous appeal,the adversary tried
both of which were available in large
to get Jesus Christ to waver in His
quantities.
allegiance to the Father. Upon Him the
s
At the very peak of the wildernes
the flair-Lige evangelist,. lithp _pewter eeeTvesdaujahis,doetee.
it was all in vain. Satan was foiled at
the Baptist, was baptizing in the Jordan
a
River. Quietly and deliberately Jesus every point and *our Lord won comdid on
He
as
just
him,
over
victory
plete
Nazareth
in
home
His
Christ came from
to be baptized by him. Very likely, every other occasion that an attempt
u!
'fgAtis
though not 'certain, it was late in the was made to get-Him-to-de
g,'and
reassurin
ing,
so
encourag
other
afternoon, and after all the
candidates for baptism had been im- strengthening to know that God's
future,
mersed, when.our Savior approached , children, in the_present and the
will be given the strength to overcome
John the Baptist and requested him to
baptize Him. Considering himself the temptations of Satan-which they
,
unworthy to baptize Christ, john the encounter if they are willing tosreceive
thankful
How
it.
use
and
te,
appropria
the
granting
before
hesitated
Baptist
we should be that our Lord is able and
„
request.
As Christ sank beneath the baptismal willing to do this for
waters, He prefigured the death whic'h
He-was-to-die upon-the-eross; when
r

She.Comforter is come,
even the Spirit of truth, which proceedeth from the Father he shall
testify of me. lohn 15:26.
The Holy Spirit is our guide. God
has not left us helpless. Praise God!

Isn't It
The Truth

Slit. See. Itirilierd Weistreberper (0)

State Rep. Kenneth C. bees(0)
Stets Capitol Ibrilding
frankfort, Ky. 40601
201 S. 3rd St., blerrey, Ky. 42071
State Rep. Lloyd C. Clapp(D)
Stele Capitol Wilding
frankfort, Ky. 40601
If
P.O. Bee 1ST Wiese, Ky. 42011.11

After he rejected a magistrate's
order that a 168-pound Great Dane be
destroyed because it was dangerous, a
judge in Bedford, England,'gave the
dog a friendly pat. The dog bit the
judge's hand.
If everyone were practical all of the
time, many great things that have been
done would never have been tried.
Would Charles Lindbergh even have
p- ats the
altempted ibis solo
Atlantic in The Spirit of St. Louis if he
hadn't believed in something that-the
average person at_the time.would have.
said was impossible? But Lindbergh
landed in Perin, and the world was
never the same again.
, Americans; inspired by that historic
flight, were asked just 14 years later to
man the greatest air armada the world
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Alr Force.of
In a hew coin-operated game, the --bad. ever seen, the U. S. ble" age of
"impossi
The
II.
War
le
automobi
'World
player controls a simulated
next in fast
the atom and spire ,ciune
steering wheel and accelerator, -end
moves on.
world
the
afid
n:
successio
moving
ns
pedestria
down
tries to run
Progress now often seems to be
across an electronic screen. The player
forward by teams of people.
carried
one.
hits
he
when
scores
re at the heart of things,
somewhe
4
But
The manufacturer calls it
can
there is always an individual who
"humorous" test of dexterity. We think
things, and then,
e
impossibl
in
believe
it's sick.
work,
usually with a lot of hard
The National Safety Council makes a
them hapmake
skill,
*
and
n
dedicatio
between
shing
in
distingui
telling point
who,in
pen. It is this kind of individual
violence depicted on television shows,
Moves the world
still
analysis,
final
the
this
kind
and
enough,
is
troubling
which
of do-it-yourself violence in an
forward.' 0+0-amusement arcade. Where the former
Stories from olden times tells us that
an
of
makes the viewer a spectator
hundreds of years ego people were
imaginery event, the latter puts him,
ment
more easily amused by entertain
t.
a
participan
as
into the action
on,
explanati
One
today.
people
than are
If the manufacturer can stop
when our anthat
be
may
course,
of
we'd
listen,
to
enough
long
laughing
cestors listened to a singer he didn't
suggest bow he could- salvage his innot
hide his face in a microphone, and
vestment, as well as his reputation.
words of
the
h
distinguis
they
could
only
of
Redesign the machines so the obieet
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SAVINGS

TELLER-24

*5% Interest
*Interest Compounded Quarterly
*Interest paid'- from day of
deposit to day of withdrawal
*Quarterly Statements

*Makes your savings available
24 hours a day.
*Lets you deposit or withdraw
24 hours a day.
*Also lets you transfer from
checking to savings or savings
tticheclung.

TELLER-24 MAKES
YOUR SAVINGS
AVAILABLE ANYTIME
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SCOM GROVE
•
Worslup Service
11 00 a. rn
.
Evening Worstup
. - 6 30 p m
•
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Monung Worship
•
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 10 p. to
.
FIRST BAPTIST
.
Morning Worship
10.45 a. M.
Evening Worship
700 p. m.
-- WEST FORS
Morning Worship
11:0-4=IN.
• Sunday Evening
4:111p. m.
Wednesday. Evening
7:00p. m.
SPRINGS
Morning Worship
i00.. .•
Evenuig Worship
11:4516.m.
.
MURRAY ammo
.
WORTISSIDE
Sunday School
1:01. m
Mortung Worship
•
Morning Worship
10:45a. m.
Evening Worship
7:9°P'InN. Y . P. S. Worship
kap,in.
HAM RAPTIST
Evening Worship
LEO p. m.
. Morning Worship
11:00e. as.
Wednesday Worship
7:00p: m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
LOCEIST GROVE CIMIRCIE
POPLAR SPRINGS •
. 1i:00 a.in.
Morning Worship
Morrung Worship
11 :00 a.m.
Ev erung Worship
10:00 a.m.
&today School
glop. m
- .-- • •
iloosing Worship
5.30 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
5.00 p.m.
N.Y.P.S. Worslup
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,
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. ._ ...
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- ---' -..
.
s4r -...'
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• 11:000„. M........
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_
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'
•
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Your Complete Tire Servke Center
"We Service Them All
or Small"
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eith decision to make,
what criteria do you use
i'..je, -to decide the beat course
'....- •-•`.--Ist aethaikt.::
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For moral men and -wosisen this I. Often Sint
'•
-,'
most difficult task. A mother must decide how
to discipline her children. • judge mum aria•
trate•civil suit between two parties,•business.
man must decide on • fair profit. What rule
ran we um to guide us in these difficult choice.?
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753-7598

.

753-mt --,--- -
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Stokes Tractor 8
Implement Co.
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A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St.
753-4424

Dunn Furniture
T.V.8 Appliance

,

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

...,..
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Quasar
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eaks.- Sandwiches
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•
Saves" .
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Try Our Diliicious Hof and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 126
Call in Orders 753-7101
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NEW movioma
Morning Worship
ENening Woretup
UNIVERSITY _ _
Morning Worship
cEvening Worstup
.
GREEN PLANA
*X111.11g Worship
Evetung Y/orshtp
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
.
..
SEVENElf11 POPLAR
" Worstup Service
Everung Worship'
NEW CONCORD
Monting Service
Evening Worship
'
PlEASAJIT VALLEY
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
SECOND STRICT
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Ft111105111P
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. .M1.11°....+00107.11"..-
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fjuZone

Bags &
Beads
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Purchase Tire Mart

•
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;I:I.:m -4410u 1 •

1100

Worship
111 00
PALESTINE INDTIO
Worship Service 11 a m , 1st Sunday, 10 CIO a
m 3rd &May. Sunday School II 00• in..
2nd & 4th
• IAARTIN'S CRUEL
. UN=
Worship Service
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 30 a m
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NAIR AllETNOCIIST
CIIMBOI '
MASONS CRAPS

•
•
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Nazarene

Christian

•
Worship

•
•

..,Attend Church

Pentecostal_

Methodist

•

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
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HeadquArters

753-3037

Dhisinlid Coatis

,

7S7.9444
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freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Phone 753-5005
Bet-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St.. Murray

Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal

8th 8. Gasbag

Storey's
Food Giant

Murray Cablevision

753-4132

Creative Printers, Inc.

-

Bel-Air Shopping Center

.

•

Murray Electric System

Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray
•
753-2285

Bel-Air Center

Shop For The
Entire Family

DeVanti'l-Steak
& Pizza House

I.
Mal

Kelley's Termite It
Pest Control

•Commercial •Ihtsidnatinl.

100 So. 13th St.

mold fungus

Ward-Elkins

'

For Passeagor-Trocit & Fenn Tires

1108 Coldwater Rd.

Torn Anemia - Tom Most

Ho we nwalag welsh Staily, Meet. Owe Thom.
M.,Sian fiat. -1F-Oene Mad Spacial
No. 12th Ert. 641 -Cal hi Orders te 751-4419

Flowers for All Occasions

•

7 a:m. to 12 Midnight

3P

-

•

Toy s„8 Gifts
for Everyone
•
Dixieland Center
753-9696 • '

Lynhurst Resort
Private Ilmiskfast, imedisons. Dinners
Sonday'Rofflif towboat Ii?. i 10

_

-

West Kentucky Rural Electric
•
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 153-5012

SoCalor

OTASCO

Automotive Service

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
7

Glen

B. Seers; rmil.-Mancl4r

%Ohs Ofliks, Cal**,IliirMINCCimilidi;p40tiorWity. mil
Mewl Op., Teas.
-

753.4351 Of 2474350

,
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. 7534351

filec-Sat.

CM dad Mee. Wiew0s Brown ilrernam.
- noissurossawin-rws

1

Jack 8 Jill Day Care Center,

s«.

June McAlister-Owner
.
.
Ages 2 yr. taSyrsk- Ws.63,ail. hp 5 pm•
1075e. 46 • Ilitorrwr . 753-9912

We'l Will siolis,
evokes, lAvOlOrs

oc.
Kenlake Marina

Dept.

.
West
. Ky.
. Rural Telephone
'

-

South 12th St. 753-5986

SOO N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944

GRAIN DIVISON
Highest Cash Prices, for Corn,
Wheat S, SoVbeans
Helms Ms, Mgr. E. W. Ovtland, Supt.
Milli 733-$220

NMI

Da ys

.

Noose gents Landscaping

753-3164

Grecian Steak House
....

F7-D

pen

Phone 753-1713

403 Maple

Shirley's Florist 8
Garden Center ,

Your Compiete Tire Service Cantor

'Nome of
Economy
L Selac7tions"

. as

,RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYT
AG
.

641 North- 753-2654

a

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut
Phone 753-8181

Mousokum-Cem.etery Lots
Comisjoie Counseling Service

•
753-3914

Open 6:311 am. - Close 11:00 pia
1:00 •.m. • Close 10:00 Os
$.4.
47
111112% - Miens 753 9131
.

.

753.6168

Illegnies 8. Installation

641 Super Shell
- Free Pickup i Delivery

Little

A ir Conditioning - He comg-Contatertinl Ref rigerntion

Awry D. Lams, Dentdd A. limos led Larry Saito'', ownors

•,
Ewing Tire Service ,
'

Murray
Theatres

. #.

The
Big Qualit
John's
y..

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Murray Memorial Gardens

We use plastic &
Wood treatment for

Let us Entertain You

thieeis"
103 Maple - 753-1933

"For All Your Fertiliser

753-1777

-

"Go To Church Sunday

.

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

1-6 Sun.

Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.
Plumbing - Heating
& Air Conditioning
SO1 H. 416

.

mon.-Sat.

Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.

401 Olive - 753-5312

in IF imrilly•PN vnt

Open 9-9

Acres of
Free Parking

J.W. WILHAM-MGR.
. HOUSE BOAT RENTALS
Ky. Lake State Pork

P0.474-2245

I
i

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
4„..„Tddi*d.

Serving farm famliss Davi 1536
.
_
_
e.

75 3- Mt
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Meadowlark And'Trotters Awe
1 Youngsters On Snowy Evening
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
'A portable tape player
blared out soul music. Six
people were huddled around a
table and playing cards.
Could have been anywhere
in Ameriea couldn't it?

They sat in awe asSully put
on his dAbbling.act. They sat
in ewe, as Jerry Venable and
Jackie Jackson demonstrated
their slam-dank abilities.
wfif not? The world
should be full of awe for
Unfortunately,
youngsters.
it's ript. It's full of violence on
television, it's full-of drugsand crime. It's full of hate.
But for two hours, it's full of
when - the
laughter
Globetrotters play. For two
short hours, everything is
beautiful. In a world ttiat has
enough nuclear capacity to
kill evelydne-itt thiles
not one
rhore, there
politician who can de-what the
Globetrotters do.
They've been in 94 count 'es
of the world, including R
China and • Russia. eveaywhere_they've*.en,Iie.
black people, _white people,
red people, yellow people;.for
two hours, the whole world
laughs.
There will be snow tonight in
Memphis. Undoubtedly, two
things will happen.,There will
be many kids who will not. get
to see the Globetrotters
because of the bad weather.
The second thing is the Jersey
City Reds. will lose the game.
But do you know who the
real losers are? The kids who
won't be able-to- see-the
Globetrotters play.

any rules;" Twiggy said.
Meadowlark is married and
Twiggy has the highest
has five children. ranging in
respect for the Globetrotters
age from nine to 19.
Another of the Veteran as a talented team. He says
'Trotters is Curly Neal, who is- ,,,,,, isn't a college team in
introduced as the "Kojak of the country that couldat the
'Trotters and there wouldn't
basketball," •
Curly didn't mind telling his be many pro teams that could
• ..
age. He's 34 mid has four either.
"We might have trouble
children, ages 16, 13, 11 and
two. Cwily also admitted to against Jabbar or someone
like thafibut we gott -a couple ofshaving his head.
"I do it myself, it saves fine young centers. now," he
said, in reference to sevenmoney," he quipped.
In the summer,Neal attends footers Robert Paige and
college and • works on his gdipand l-aweence.
What are the Globetrotters
Masters Degree and as most
——
of the other GlobetrottersTo, Fia1E71ifie
Ordinary people who do
he conducts camps and clinics
ordinary things when they
for youngsters.
One - of the _relativebt- Arc')'1, working,. 13A i.t.IusJ so
newcomers to the 'Trotters is happens their work tis .play.
It certainly isn't all 'fun and
JaMes "'Twiggy" Sanders. He
stands -8 and weighs in at 175 games. It's tough to play in.
pounds, if-he oalks out of the., ,front of a half-capacity crowd
on a snowy night and have to
shower with his clothes on.
Was he ever in doubt about get back on the bus -the next
which way to turn when he got morning and drive to another
snowy town. It's tough to
out of college?
"Big contracts sound good. laugh a" million times at the
. 't everything. same* joliis. But there's One
But money. isit
You really have to enjoy what thing that's not tough.
The one thing that keeps
you are doing."
Do the Globetrotters have them going is the kids. The
any rules of the road? Are smiles, the wide eyes and the
they supposed to avoid the !Ten mouths, they are what
late-night spots in towns after. make the Globetrotters.
The kids sat in awe and
games?
"You always keep in mind watched as Meadowlark
-Wrili u 5-degree
you are a Globetrotter. We are threwlifhiglar
season-high 41 points, 14 in the all men. We don't really have angle shot from midcourt.
third period when he matched •
Atlanta's team total, leading
Indiana past the .Hawks.
Knight g_ot eight of ,his points
when the Pacers . out-scored
the Hawks 16-2 during one
/Prne
..1
.., .
41.-.
.I
.
4
stretch of the third quarter
STORES
and went on to their fourth
consecutive victory. .
Deatetown

But I've got to keep on
playing Been at it new for 21
years and haven't missed a
same in 26," Meadowlark
said,. a trace of tiredness
showing in his face.
,Throughout the game.
Meadowlark constantly.
The plaZie"was the dressing watched fates in the stand.
room of the Murray State Girl-watcbing?••Heck no. I'M past that
Sports Arena and it was
halftime of a "game" between -stage. I like to watch people's
the
the .Harlem Globetrotters and faces and try ,to find out
we
It
:are
getting.
reaction
a group of loveable losers.
kind,
called the Jersey City Reds. gives us an idea of what
of things to do on the floor," he
THE King,THE Clown of all sold.
.
'ofEiSrelliat THE %Ali, who
Meadowlark is only a few
else but Meadowlark Lemon? weeks away from releasing a
Meadowlark rubbed his book, the. title he would not
heavily handagert left leg. For aLvidgp
the past three weeks, he's.
-I let someone else write it
been playing every night with for we and then after I read it,
a_ p_ulled muscle. He was I.decided I knew myself,better
serious, not laughing., He than anyone-Me-so I changed
looked tired.,
my mind and effete it myself.
-We brought the snow with Otherwise, the book would
us," Meadowlark said.
have already-been published."
-We were up in Canada
One of the best kept secrets
about three weeks ago and it is Meadowlark's age. He kept
was.35 below zero. That was his Secret one night longer but
the same night I hurt my-leg. at least he gave a hint.

••

Strange New Feeling
Now In Bucks' Camp
MEADOVABK AND THE SHUFFLE-Meadowlark Lenign, the main clown of basketball, runs the
famous Glolletrotter shuffle which is designed to get the opponent confused and of course,
always ends In a basket for the 'Trotters.

_ _
Team That Makes•Fewest Errors
t n Says- Rarders Stabler:.
(Staff'Notes by Mika Brandon)

-

By The Associated Press
There is a strange, new
feeling in' the camp of the
Milwaukee Bucks - optimism.
s',Basketball has become
en,loyable lately," says
forward Bob Dandridge.
The reason, of course, is
that Milwaukee now is winning instead of losing. _ The

a

Sports
In Brief

25 rewrd earlier this seasbn,
now have on Seven of their
By WILL GRIMSLEY
In the mess hail of a days before the championship last nine National Basketball
AP Special Correspondent- fashionable hotel in Costa showdown, one might hatle Association games.
By The Associated Press
The latest was a 119-111
- LOS ANGELES (AP)- It Mesa - the
Vikings' gotten the impression that
FOOTBALL
was the last day that the headquarters • = 'waiters Grant and Madden had gotten decision over the Buffalo
ANGELES
LOS
antagonists - Minnesota's *dumped fresh fruit, hash Don Rickles to write their B1Naves Thursday night, and Baltimore quarterback- Bert
the Bucks attribute their Jones was named the National
Poised Vikings and Oakland's brown potatoes, scrambled lines.
- - antsy Raiders =. were to be eggs- and link sausage on the
Neither coach looked like a sudden success to an im- Football League's- Most
put on public display prior to plates of hungry newsmen.
man ready to be .led to proved defense.
Valuable Player by the
centers -have been Professional Football Writers
vvel ccl tiexid s aug ter. They ate a hearty
-a w
table, a somber Bud Grant meal. They quipped. Both giving excellent help swit- of America.
sat, his steely -eyes watching were loose. radiating- eon-- --ehing off," says..Dandridge.
GOLF
"and we have the speed,
rain drops beat -against the fidence.
PHOENIX - Mexican
- -basketball -ilictOr...Regalado firad a five_was vickness.u*cfrsvi Ones The iPMP
"Coach," said one reporter,. reflected by the players, knowledge to play this kind or- under-par 66 and took a onegulping down a mouthful of sitting as they did around defense. It suits our personnel stroke lead after the first
egg, -does the rain bother circular tables bearing the . perfectly,"_.
round of the $200,000 Phoenix
In the other NBA games,the Open Golf Tournament.
same number as that on their
you?"
Cleveland Catalters defeated
the jerseys.
replied
"Naw,"
TENNIS
the Golden State Warriors 129Minnesota coach, who hails -Fran Tarkenton. No.
MELBOURNE, Australiafrom snow country. "At least,- Minnesota's old pro, insisted 100 and the Indiana Pacers Roscoe Tanner, the No. 2 seed
you don't have to shovel the that nothing was wrong with truntned the Atlanta Hawks from Lookout Mt• Tenn••
-stuff,-14-jest-gees-away,
: 01
1
--hts--threwing-:iteryt-ited-seeffed--3-°125'41
:
most exhaust pipes, too)
Dandridge scored 14 of his the Australian Open tennis
"We didn't come to sunny at the suggestion 'that the
California to play indoors."
Vikings, playing in their . game-high 27 points in a third- tournament, besting ninthThere was a titter of fourth Super Bowl and still quarter surge. The Braves, seeded Australian Phil Dent6laughter.
without a victory, had a led by John Shumate and 3,6-4,6-2.
Adrian Dantley. had whittled
An hour and a half later. 10 "losers' complex."
WASHINGTON - Wendy
miles away, in Newport
"Riduculous," he ',said. a 14-point first-quarter deficit Turnbull of Australia—adBeach, Oakland's pillowy "You don't get to the Super to three points early in the vanced to the semifinals of the
John Madden found himself Bowl four times without second half. However, Dan- $100,000 women's Washington
faced-with a similar question, winning the big games. I think dridge and Quinn Buckner Tennis Tournament,defeating
"I sure as heck don't like Minnesota and Oakland are so sank field goals around a Beth Norton of Fairfield,
Save
he said. -Rain makes closely matched that if they basket- by Buffalo's John Conn.,6-2,6-2.
rain,"
money...
slippery._ It met seven times the result Gianelli, then Dandridge fired
football
the
SKIING
pipe bending
hampers passing." would be -4-3, one way or the tri • Milwaukee's next - stx
BISCHPFSHOFEN, Austria
to your specs.
baskets as the Bucks
Pampered newsmen have other."
- Walter Steiner of Swit,-- TAILPIPES
DUALS
His quarterback coun- recovered to lead 79-68.
been bused some 95 miles
zerland won the last event of a
on
two
baskets,
Four
daily, from their own hotel terpart, bearded Ken Stabler,
.--EXHAUST PIPES
four-hill ski jumping tour•-headquarters to the tem- sat at table, No. 12 over at the rebounds, by rookie Scott nament, but Jochen Dime
FORMING
89ahead
Bucks
the
put
Lloyd,
perar'Y homes of the two Oakland area. "We are both
neberg of-East Germany won
EXPANDING
teams and then back again.
frustrated teams, fired up," 72 going into .the final 12 the over-all championship.
They are fed as if the he said. "The team* that minutes, and they expanded
SCHONACH, West GerDiscount
Russians were landing at makes fewest mistakes will their lead to 18 points with 11 many - Olympic gold
minutes to play.
•
win."
Marina Del Rey. -Mufflers
medalist Ulrich Wehling of
Cavaliers 129, Warriors 100
Less than an hour after
from
East Germany captured the
Austin Carr spearheaded a'
Minnesota's hefty breakfast,
Cup in
Forest
Black
NEVER HIT A MASCOT
rally
as
second-period
Ithey were facing another
PORTLAND, Ore. AP - It Cleveland that ended Golden Schonach's annual Nordic ski
spread in Newport Beach fit was the day -after--Oregon's
event.
On Exhaust Off
for a Roman emporer
mascot was painted on the field Slate's four-game - *inning
GENERAL
Parts
Carr
22
28
string.
scored
his
of
crepes, c'ut fruit, also eggs, at Autzen Stadium..,End Mark
NEW YORK - Bruce
Cramer tried to defend against points in the first half, Jenner, decathlon
*Free
bacon and assorted cheeses.
gold
Madden, who werghs-aroinid a pass- at midfield, stumbled dropping in 16 in the second medalist at the 1976 SummerInspection*
260, has not missed many and fell. He began pounding a period as the Cavaliers took a.. Olympic Games in Montreal,
meals himself. But it has not fist into the turf. Suddenly, he 6344 advantage.
was named the Associated
realized he had been hitting the , Pacers 103, Hawks 95
- *sic -rss
dulled his sense of humor.
Press' Athlete of theYear.
bill of the Oregon duck.
Billy Knight scored a
. "John Robinson (Southern
Authorized Huth Bender Center
Cal' coach) told me that the
Rose Bowl field is bare and
-soft in the middle," Madden
said. "Rain and dirt equals
mud."
The,equation pleased-him..
639 S. 4th St.
"But it's no advantage,"-he,
said. "you've got to play all
Phone 753-9868
elements."
Visiting the two camps three
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Shop and Save
During Our
Annual
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M urray, Ky.
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.i...
7

Regular 5.79 Full Size - Flat or Fitted
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Now2

Was 2.99

Hand Towels was 1.99
Now $159

Wash Cloth was 95'
Now

,

79(

Special Purchase!
. -• ,.
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AND GYNECOLOGY

'

DtROADWAY
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10% to 20%

HOUSMAN. M

**:
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Special Purchase! Famous Cannon
Royal Family
.
No-iron Sheets

4-1

L OYD W

far 1

72" x °"

9
79

--

Blankets499
Reg. 4.99 Dacron Filled

Bed Pillows

2

700
for I

.
KENTUCkliCY 42001

(502- 442.841A

SPELLBOUND -The Globetrotters work magic with kids. Here a group of youngsters seem to
be almost spellbound as they watch one of the comedy acts

Special Purchase! Bath Towels

,

99 ,

----
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Battle In Secondary Expected
In Suinf Bowl XI This Sunday
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SPORTS

-By BRUCE LOW1TT
seve.•al years with Atkinson, forward to "a pretty good_siWy
AP Sports Writer
the master . of intimidation, if I'm able to go one-on-one
LQS ANGELES (A1z)
-and has learned the art of the with anybody. I'm not wosizjad
Super Bowl XI will be as muas Munterattack.
about any of their guys giving
• s territorial battle in the
-The best thing you can do, me a cheap shot. We can't
secondary as it-is in the._face• except maybe for ignoring the worry about these thing."
to-face pit of the scrimmage guy alltogether, is to give' it - Oakland's No. 1 receiver
line.
back to him, to try to get in- this year- was tight end Dave
"When.I'm out there, I feel side his head and mess him Casper. He doesn't seem to be
The 1977 Stategligh School $24.00. Each order must inthat the field is mine," says up." Branch says.
• the • high-powered Boys' and Girls' Basketball clude a reratttange.of $1.00 for
of
part
Minnesota wide receiver
-For' example, if a guy's talking crew.
Tournamenta will be held at postage and insurance on the
en giying it to me about how
"-Naw, I ilon't listen to them, Freedom_ Hall, Louisville, on tickets, and checks should be
'My job is a paaitive.one, to he's gonna get to me, I might I deikt talk back to them.I just March 16-19, and Eastern made payable ,to K.H.S. Boys'
catch a football. The 'other yell back, 'Don't you blink, go out there and try to catch Kentucky University, Rich- State Tournament.
guy's is a negative one,-4o man, or I'm by you. I'm in the passes, off them," he says. mond, _ on March 23-26,
Orders for _ individual
keep me from catching it," _;end zone: I'm gone.'" Session tickets will be aeonly other thing I might respectively.
"The
says Oakland wide receiver
Alkinson is nothing like the ifn not tbrrt. Wheo they're
Itri,t_seatok_ol the rated during,the February 7ra
cutthroat, the intense, angry chattering away, is mayhe tournament is scheduled for 28 period, and should not be
"When somedrit-tatches a man he is pictured as being.
laugh , at them...at what Wednesday afternoon. There included 'with- orders for
pass in my area, it is an -He May seem. to have that
are two sessions for each of .complete sets of tickets
they're saying, that is."
embarrassment to me. Arai
_killer lastinct-4n,--the.--Lield-days; -Wrdnesday, mailed-prior- to that time.
-the
like to be em- "let's just say - lin very
do nor:
and
Tickets available for inThursday, Friday
barrassed," says Minnesota aggressive" - but off it he is
dividual 4sessions will be
Saturday.
cornerback Nate Wright. •
.extraordinarily easygoing.He
Oriorafter-February 1974-, -side -balcony chair -seats- at- -- •
"114 can make the man I'm --has an infectioiisitugla and a. K ifi.S.- -Boys"- State Tour- $4.pq a seasick!! and end
'covering think about me for • perpetual twinkle sin eYes
nament, P. 0. . Box 7502, balcony chair seats at $3.00.
just an instant and break his 'Sitting behind violet-colored
-Lexington, Kentucky 40502, All seats in Freedom Hall are
concentration, half the battle . glasses. -I'm a- very comMIAMI AP ) - Lou Saban, will accept mail orders for chairs.
is won," says Oakland safety passionate fellow."
new football coach at the complete sets of tickets for the _ An over-the-counter sate
George Atkinson.
And what is it that Atkinson University of Miami, has tournament.
'will begin at Freedom Hall on
It is, to understate the says to the enemy receivers completed his staff, naming
The orders for the boys' March 9 and continue through
matter, going to be-one heck of -which has them quaking in
Vic Rapp and Rick Lantz as tournament will be filled after the tournament.
a •battle-out there on Sunday in their sneakers and sneaking assistants.
The prices of tickets per set
the schools have received the
the fly patterns, the crossing -looks behind them as they
former Missouri tickets allotted to them under (8 sessions) for the girls'
a
45,
Rapp,
routes, the zone seams of charge onto his turf?
aide who spent the past four the plan of distribution set up tournament are as follows:
Super Bowl XI.
"Oh, I ask'them about the seasons as offensive coor- by the K.H.S.A.A. Board of side chair seats are $32.00; all
When the quartebacks T. beslaugth-sdiscos in town," he
. bleacher.seats are $24.00. •
dinator of the- Edmonton Control. _
Fran Tarkenton of the Vikings
Only complete,sets of tickets
The orders from the 300
Eskimos of the Canadian
s and Ken Stabler of the Raiders
be ordered by mail.
all
take
may
named
wal
schools
was
League,
member
Football
--stoirtheir-L'hnt-tint"-ehatter- He--c-an look into a Thursday as Miami's ' wide the box seats on the sides, all Checks or moneY 'orders
man's
at
eyes
start
the
the
of.
at the line- and the ball is
the chair seats below the should be made payable to
receivers coach.
snapped, the taunting begins game, sometimes even before
defensive
was
and chair seats, in the Girls' State Tournament
boles
39,
Lentz,
in those far-away regions • the start, and get an indication coordinator at Navy under center chair section.
-Ticket Sales.
will
whether
_intimidation
where receivers and defenTHRILL OF A LIFETIME-Joy Wells, a fourth grader at Carter Elementary School in Murray, got
set
per
four
Mail orders will be accepted
tickets
past
of
the,
prices
The
Welsh
George
. ders try to outguess, outp-. w-ork.
a thrill of aslifetiine when Curly Heel went up into the stands and brought him on the floor. The
He previously spent (8 sessions) for the boys' on or after February 1.
.
years
I
it
"If
•
think'
Will,
I
start
syche and outrun each ether. Wells youngster was presented with a Globetrotter-pennant, autographed by all of the pkwers.
two years handling defensive tournament are as follows: Tickets for individual sessions
"Oh, yeah, there's an awful talldn' to him right away,smoke)
M.
noun
-Iniccita.sed_At
—(att
Inn
and linebackers- far-,-entlIThas.--arsats,„
---•
•
—
ends.
-if
And
.
It
Atkinson
says.
lot 1^,f talk goin' on out there,"
site any time
$32.00;
tournament
at
seats.
Forzano
chair
Rick
balcony
coach
former
saks Branch. an All-Pro wide doesn't seem to be working?
tournament.
the
-seats,
during
chair
balcony
end
Navy.
receiver rated as Oakland's -Then Ell keep talkin' to him
big-play man.:The defensive --but unreal close."
Rashad doesn't sound like
backs are trying taintimidate
-The
you,to get inside yourfiead.
'If they can do that, they because the other guy's
can make you louse up your talking up a storm. "Atkinson
route or break stride or miss a is a good friend of mine," says
"What- a difference. in two basket in the last two minutes step or look his . way or the Vikings' pass catcher. "I
By KEN RAPPOPORT
years!" Schaus exclaimed. put Arizona ahead to stay in something: I can remember know him off the field. He
AP Sports Writer
the first seven greens. And he unhappy 74.
By BOB GREEN .
"It
was a real juicy win for us, the Wildcats' victory over San hearing guys shouting things plays a rough style. But let's
the
of
top
After sitting on
"The first round, usually is
made an eight-footer to save
Writer
Golf
AP
*
State.
Diego
basketball world last season, especially when we think of
face it. Football is rough. You
the key to my tournament,"
hitting
after
15th,
You
not
like,
your
better
turn
the
on
bogey
new
The
AP)
(
PHOENIX
James
and
Reed
Dexter
Bobby Knight seems to be the way they rubbed it in two
can't let it get to you. I look
Miller said. "All the iron shots
Bradley each scored /4 points, back on me or you're gonna forward to a nice, rough, clubs didn't work so well. But it into the bleachers.
carrying it on his shoulders years ago."
get hurt,' or 'Here I come,
Just one Woke back at 67 were kind of muahy from the
did and more
putter
old
,the
State's
Memphis
pacing
Elsewhere in.. college
this year.
tough game."
-than offset- the -problems_were_ US Open champion rain:-But that's ndbody's fau)t.
City. baby"
-We just aren't getting the basketball, top-ranked San triumph over Oklahuma
White, the Vikings' caused by a new driver and a Jerry Pate, his close friend I just. played bad. And my
Sammy
he
for
Branch,
Fortunately
41314 done," said the troubled Francisco blitzed Portland 95- Reed and Bradley combined has roomed for the past other star wide receiver, looks
new, stronger set of irons as George Burns and . Danny putting was awful."
coach of Indiana University. 73; No. 5 Michigan routed for-eight pointsin-the-first four
He must improve today if he
Victor Regalado took a one- Edwards; who said he's been •
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SEBRING, Fla. (AP) —
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Violin Shortage Is
---A

DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

CLAUDINE LEAVES'COURT IN COLORADO—congeractress Claudine Longet holds arm of her former
husband, Andy Williams, as they leave a session of her
manslaughter trial at Aspen, Colo. Ms.tonget is accused
of the shooting death of Vtadhnielnider Sabath.

Single Sideband
..•

i;DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press Writer
There's a way to get away
the chatter and keep
from
in touch with a Citizens Band
radio. It's known as single
sideband.
Sideband, %Alia requires a
specially equipped radio, uses

munications Commission to
the existing 23-channel band.
Now, 10 per cent or so Of the
millions of CBers operate on
sideband.
Radios - not equipped for
sideband cannot be converted
to receive it.
Sideband operation is dlfferent from that of regular
ciiing,

only we aide of a CB channelEach radio frequency has an
upper and tower sideband that
Sidebanders generally avoid suppresses the other side and , the handles, or nicknames,
the earner.
used on regular channels,
Because sideband
although most continue to use
oPeritinehire7-

power on a third of the
channel,the effective power of ' Instead,thernse their-first.specia1 identhe radio is 12 watts, rather names an
tification 'numbers issued by
tile 4-watt ailastilign
than
.
sidelandm
ebs •
.i.
im
The colorful CB jargon is
operation.
This means greater range. generally not heard on
In many areas, sidebanders sideband, nor are the "10
can easily talk to their friends codes'' adopted from police
radio procedures.
30 miles or more away.
Instead, Q codes, based on
But a sidebander and a CBer
those used in amateur and
Operation
-channel
in whole
marine corruhunlcalions, are
will interfere with each other
if both are on the same used. .

Ey MARY LENZ
ditions with as many as 12
KFVS-12
WPSD-6
brothers, and sisters, cannot
- RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil tap: their ingtruments home
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Th h
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740--Toda
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and American governments for dents learn how to take care of
La-Gress Acres
9:00-Price Is Right
9:30-Romper Rene
jets, bombs and military,adyi- them, a program may be set up
9:00-Andy Griffith
imee-Gsetait
9:55-Gleaner
sors, Brazil is asking for vio- so that students'can purchase
9:311-Tour Owe Time
la:JO-love of Life
10:10-Wheel of Fortino
lins, violas and cellos.
10:00-Dee No Show
the instruments, Nobre said,
30:55-News
10:30-Stompers,
. The country is about to begin
10:30-Nappy Days
This would bring projeCt diend listless
11:00
Young
11:00-50
Greed
Siam
a
sweeping
new
program Of
11:00-News Gator 2
rectors funds to buy additional
11:30-herd Tomorrow
11:30-The Gang Show
11:30-Al My Chill.
goverranent-supported classi- instruments for other -children.
12:00-Fenn 14ctere
)1:55- NBC News
12:00-Rees's Nog*
cal music education for poverty
Nobre said another problem
12:05- News
12:00-News
12411-Fam1y Feed
level youngsters. It hopes the is getting enough money to lure
12:30
As
WerW
Toros
12:20-Days of lives
1 OS-$20J00 Posen
project will turn out more na- string teachers-away from Rio
. al-OW/awl light _
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.—For example,
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-1:20-1ine life te Dye
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well
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nation's
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country.
.the
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do
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One Brazilian, Fredi Gerling,
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-News
ist," said Marlos Nobre, direc- 'has just returned to teach in' reserved for sidebanders.
'- Courtegy is a must for
S:30-Ade 12
5:30- News
tor of the National Institute of the_.program in 'Porto Alegre - For most CBers; the major sideband operation, -and the 640- Nene/etch
6:00- CIS News
Music. "We hope to collect 1,- 'after completing studies at Bos- disadvantage of sideband is talk is much moreforrnal than
500 instruments over the next ton's
England
Con- the cost. New
in traditional operation. It
twelve months."
•-servatory-of-Music -on-a schol- A • radio equipped-- for often sounds more like ham
Nobre, a member of --arship.given him by its director
sideband use costs about $100 radio than CB.
UNESCO's International Musi- Gunther Schuller. _
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1 Legal Notice

2 Notice

1, DON H. SPICELANIi,
as of this date Jan. 5,
1977 am no longer
responiible for any
debts- --other than my
- oain,Dott-H.
2 Notice
FREE! FREE! Drawing
for new $20.00 bill at
Country Music Show
Saturday, 8:00 p. m.
Kentucky Lake Music
Barn. For information
call 502-436-8806.
_
EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.

YE OLD H
ading
Post and Auction.
General Merchandise
wholesale and retail.
Used furniture, ant**
toys, throw rugs, throw
pillows, consignments
takeii. Flea market
space available. We
buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 4362575.

31E IC Mb

3IE

3IC.•
HAIRCUT 21,00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barbershop, 209 Walnut
MondayStreet.
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7303:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 7533685.

VVould you Eke to
ride our Church
Bus to funday
'School and morning worship Tervices at

Sinking Spring Baptist Church
If You do call:
Mickey Boggess 753- 6270

b Help

inted

W A NWAITRESSES
TED. Full time, experience preferred but
necessary.
not
Weekends are a must.
Apply in person only to
Hungrr Bea-r Restaurant.:

12 Insurance

**
terjru
lla•11
,1411.114
MEM
SHIELD OF SHELTER

3 Card Of Thanks

For Your
Life
Heal*

15 Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR sale.
$12.00 a load delivered.
Call 7534848.
16. Home Furnishings
AMANA RADAR RANGE
microwave oven. Model
RR-4DW, 6 monthrold,
like new. Call 753-7532.

11 MIs,,11,19e0).s
ONE 11 CU.-ft. no frost,
harvest gold, G. E.
refrigerator, slightly
scratched during
shipment, only $19.00
per month. W. A. C. call 753-0595.
ALL DESIGNER sheets
reduced 40 per cent, all
toilet seats reduced 40
per cent, all candles Ili
price, all shower curtains % price, all
tablecloths reduced 25
per cent, one group
decorator pillows
reduced 25 per cent at
Door,
the
Green
Center,
Dixieland
Chestnut Street.

29 Mobile HOIlle Rentals
50 x 8 TWO BEDROOM,
large lot with garden.
$65 per month. Call 461)2595.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, it Ritiera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

WANTED DEPENTWO BEDROOM all
DABLE lady to do
take this opportunity to
1974 G. E. WASHER and
electric mobile home.
days
a
housework
3
express, our _grateful: week.
1974 Whirlpool dryer.
Water .and garbage
Would
be
appreciation to each and
Also baby dressing
pickup furnished. PO
year
old
responsible
of
2
Nome
every one for their
table- Excellent condeposit, $125 per month.
boy some of the 'time.
For rent 532 sq. ft.
numberous acts of
Car
dition. Call 753-8405.
Call 753-2377.
Must
own
ttanhave
kindness during the
office space.
South 12th at Sycimore
Farm
435-4500.
sportation.
Call
Illness and death of our
30 Business Rentak
FURNITURE AND
TELEPHONE 753-1651
Utilities furnished.
mother and grandBusiness
appliances. Can be seen
mother Annie Stalls. We NEED MAN experienced
20 x 60, 806 CHESTNUT
Phone
at 504 N.6th,753-0310.
COLOR PORTRAITS, NOTICE-DO YOU have
r
in body work. Call 753Shopping
would like to extend a
Northside
or
113-3341,
for:tetra_
yours
-bring us
sly stumps in your
-Dr. -- 6038.
thanks
to
753-0425
or
special
Call
Center.
753-3342
copies.- Made from any
yard? Let us mulch your
FOR SALE-milk goats,
Charles Clark and the
753-7527.
size into any size.
stumps. No mess! When
Ronnie Ross
Murray- WORK
14,acre farm. Also a 1971
of
staff
ELECTROLUX SALES
3 Card Of Thanks
_ AT HOME in
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
we are gone your stump
31 Want To Rent
County
Chevrolet Station
Calloway
and
seasric_e.
Call.
210 E. Main
Tony
spare time earn $250.00
x 10 $2.40.,Fast service.
troubles are over. For a
wagon. Call 436455:
for their unHospital,.
Montgomery,
_
2534760
Mrs.'.
OF
FAMILY
THE
12th,
Phone
753-0489
South
per
1000
stsiffing
enArtcraft, 118
free estimate call K and
WANT TO RENT corn
tiring efforts and their
day or night.
Faye S. Henry wishes to
velopes. Send 25 cents
753-0035. Free parking
S Stump Removal, 435and bean ground for 1977
services.
To
faithful
take this opportunity to
plus stamped, self14 Pont iu Buy
ONE 19" CU. ft. side by
lot,, use our rear en4343 or 753-9490.
season. Call 354-6644
each one that sent food,
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
thank all our friends and
addressed envelope to:
side, no frost, G. E.
trance.
after 5 p.m. or 753-1440.
the
cards,
and
for
the
neighbors who were so
and Service, 500 Maple
Terry Lane Enterprises,
refrigerator, avacado,
floral
beautiful
SALON,
. FIGURE
Special Purchase
thoughtful in our time of
Street. New and rebuilt
P. 9. Box 289, Hobart,
Want To
repossessed, like new,
32 Apartments Fo) Rent
arrangements. Also for
Dixieland Center. Call
Premium-I Ovellty
sorrow. We'd especially
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
Indiana 46342.
take over payments,
Buy
prayers
numerous
the
4 Ply Poly
for free visit and in- like to thank Dr. Lowry,
24 Hour answering
$19.50 per month. W. A.
ONE
ROOM
EFGood used beds com"IllemisA"
which has helped to
formation, 753-6881.
the third-floor nursing
service.
C.-call 753-069S. .
FICIENCY. Olive Streetplete
Med Sweet Tirest
with
springs
and
Our
thanks
sustain
us.
ACCEPTING
APMurrayat
staff
Apartments. Close to
19. Farm Equipment
mattress, couch and
and appreciation go to
WHITE
PLICATION for full
County
YOUR NEED is our
Calltway
TED. EX.
campus. Openings for
FOR SALE 1975 Yamaha,
chairs.
Rev.
Bill
Pastor,
Reasonable.
our
SUE
time
personnel
sales
NEEDLINE,
concern.
TAX
Hospital, the directors
January. Call Van
400 MX, 075. Used
B-17 ALLLS CHALMER
Call 753-5106 after 6:00
Pryor and family, Rev.
between ages 24 and 46
753-6333.
Blalock-Coleman
560x15 $16.00
of
Pad
Haverstock, at 753-4451
dryer,
$100.
washer
and
and
2
tractor, plow, disc
John Stalls for their kind
p.m.
for retail store in
Funeral Home, Bros.
600111 $16.00
or 753-8818.
Pre
player
with
4
Record
drill.
row
John
Deere
of,„comfort,
to
the
words
downtown
Murray.
In
BELTONE ' HEARING
Henry.. Hargis and
Paid
speakers, $30. Call, 753A11x13 $17.00
Call 753-5936.
John Stalls family and
applying give age, sex,
Connie Wyatt, the
Aid Sales. Free service
WANTED: B-J Auto
3191.
$11.00
for
878z13
Notes
.
Melody
Paid
the
NICE FURNISHED 2
marital
status,
number
9-1
singers, the food donors,
on all makes. Open
Salvage. Junked and
singing.
beautifuT
their
bedroom duplex. Kitof dependants, previous
C11113 $17.00
a
Paid
BINS,
GRAIN
NEED
daily, Monday-Friday.
and those who have
wrecked oars needed.
We appreciate the
chen has built-ins.
experience and two - Call 527-1315 or 474-6854.
grain dryer, a new steel ONE 15 CU. FT. upright
Beltone of -Benton, 1200
contributed- to the
17804 $18.00
Paid
G. E. freezer, white,
services of the Max
Convenient location.
character' references.
building, grain cleaner
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
American Cancer
171:14 618.00
Paid
Funeral
repossessed, like new,
Churchill
Available immediately.
Apply in own handor new spray equipment
of
memory
Phone 5274461
Society
in
6711s14 $20.00
Paid
take over payments.
Home. May God Bless'
$150 month. Call 753-3493
Agriwriting to P.O. Box 264,
WANT TO BUY one acre • for
spring.
Mrs. Henry. An extra
$17.75 per noth. W. A.
each, one of .you. •=e-o.LA,R., Murray, Ky.
4..„..,.g/1z1.4„..kgr00-. /sit
Aftex.5 p.
or less of land. Phone.
Produetatas them. Call
Omits-goes -to
Children
and
GrandC. call 753-0595.
678115 $21.00
Paid
437-4291.
members
753-2958.
other family
COIN LAUNDRY at-1ft8115-$28.00
Tor their' love 'and - children, - rod
-LARGE FOUte roam
tenclant. Inquire Etpone
presence and to the
178115 $29.00
pOINS AMERICAN and 300 MASSEY CUSTOM MATTRESS
Pad
5 Lost And Found
upstairs - apartment
Cleaners. 605_ Main,
pallbearers JQr.their
--PLPHOVSON---rombine-----MAde any size for anadjoining campus. $110.
-111WEATTS
-tique beds or cappers.
service.
LOST MALE BLACK and
A:111753-9232.
corn, head and grain
Call 753-9799.
TIRE
Buy direct and save on
ftayford Henry Charles
white Walker Coon $25.181 PER HUNDRED
table. Call 753-1775.
is out of business. Efstuffing envelopes. Send
CENTER
all
mattresses,
_
Ray Henry dr family,
Hound in Land Between
fective January 1,
FUR, Red Fox, $45.00.
FOR RENT: large two
753-2720
self-arldressed, stamped
MIR% Ky.
Healthopedic or foam.
Mrs. Keith Kennedy,
Lakes area. Reward
1977. Thanks for past
D-6
Grey
fox,
$30.00.
CATERPILLAR
good
bedroom apartment.
AMIN Gearatteirel
envelope.
TK
ENWEST KY.MATTRESS,
Pat Smith
offered. Call 753-3286.
business.
under carriage, good
Muskrat, $5.00. Mink
Range and refrigerator
TERPRISE, BOX 21679,
1136
South
3rd,
Paducah,
$17.00. Raccoon $15.00.
tracks and good engine.
Faculty
furnished.
rnune 1-tariaza. .
"‘-'"'"'" " "' Deck Antiques. 1725
$3500. Call 436-53.13.
Apartments, 16th and
IdttA%11 I%
Ti-IE,f RE ,..it..5T
A FEW 5NOiti'L.AisE
Parkview, Hopkinsville,
Valentine. Call 753-4342
n
NIGHT WATCHMAN'
icAtcPiNt& ON `IOUR '.
26 TV R.,,fu
5NOwF4AKES
Ky. 502-886-343e
ALL
YOUR
fencing
FOR
8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
HEA:: CANT i-loRT qlki
janitor duties,6 days per
--___________co
`c
needs. Call AAA Fence
AM
LLOYDS ISO
.
week
Inquire
Boon
1 '
'
.
GOOD USED electric
33. Roctrt,.:.
Supply CO., -1444447/85
.
Fal_t_tradr-solid stab
Cleaners, 605 Main.
typewriter.
Call
762-2796
Paducah,
Ky.
E.
tur
with
G.
stereo,
•
.
0
__- -_),--,
ROOMS FOR RENT in
days, 753-9339 evenings.
ntable. $125 or .bes
0
t
MONTHLY!
20 Sports Equipment
the country. Call 436offer. Call 753-4029.
.
SPARETIME! lin2510.
/ -,--15
Articles
For
Sale
I
believably, -"excitingly
REMINGTON- -MODEL - r R RARR -RAT1/t"
i
easy!
Send
self- FIREWOOD
1100 automatic shotgun,
34. Houses For Rent
(tube); deck mic.; watts
$14-$16 a
3" magnum, 30" full
addressed and stamped
MS119
super
meters;
rick.
Call
436-5664.
MY wiFE 15
OH, CADDY..
envelope to Box 1824,
with venelated rib, also
TWO BEDROOM BRICK
scanner C. B. base
PLAYING BRIDGE
STOP
1
dozen
sprry-lite
Cleveland,
Ohio
44106.
house
in
New
antenna; 4 channel
COMPLAINING
' TODAy
AVAILABLE NOW.
magnum Mallard duck
Providence Community.
scanner
and
50'
mobile
Urethane foam. - All
decoys. Call 753-2316
Large yard and garden
LOCAL FIRM. Perwith ground pole. Call
sizes._all__densities.
Cut
after 1-p.
.
Area,-Call-49245K , man ent Rosition.
753-1407.
to your specs. West Ky.
Accounting knowledge
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
36. For Rent Or Lease
and experience with
MODEL 28 SMITH and
Avenue. 753-6767.
12" BLACK AND WHITE
computer printouts
Wesson 357 magnum
FOR RENT, LEASE OR
Zenith T. V. Call 753and 380 caliber Llama
helpful. Will consider
SALE - Green Body,
0877.
WOOD
FOR
SALE.
Call
man
or
qualified
automatic. Both in mint
Shop on 121 South. Call
437-4620.
condition. Call 753-8670.
woman. Write giving
Mobile
Home
Sales
436-5560.
27
BEETLE BAILEY
personal resume to Box
REMINGTON
12
gauge
32M,
Murray,
Ky.
At.)NklE
CLEANINGEST
CARkE5
mAyse
NEVER MIND
THERE i5NT
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
•IgA4-12
Non4IN'
6000 AT
870 pump gun. Call 7535ARbE 14.145
ANYTHING TO
PET cleaner you ever
FOR LEASE - Building,
Two bedrooms, 1 and %
50ME
LiP
ToiliNKit46
Arecurso
PO
1208.
WANIXMIOMEONE to
used. So easy too. Get
20 x 60 on 305 N.4th. Call
baths,
all
electric.
Call,
loe-A5
THIN&5
HERE
babysit with 3 year old
Blue Lustre. Rent
753-5881
po
753-4548
after
5
p..
22 Musical
-girl in ' my home
electric shampooer. Big
FOR RENT -storage or
weekend and sorneweek - K, --Bel Aire Shopping BAIDWIPI-PIXT410ST
and
- _ FOR SALE by owner, 2
warehouse. 1600 sq. ft.
day nights. Will furnish
Center.
organs. Rent to ,pdrbedroom mobile home
Call 753-4857 days, 753transportation back and
chase plan. Lonardo
unfurnished
except7244 nights.
forth. Call 753-0817.
FREE!
WHOLESALE
Piano Company, across
stove and refrigerator.
JEWELRY CATALOG!
from Post Office, Paris,
Washer tti Dryer conWANTED: FOUR ladies
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
Exclusive
Designers'
Tennessee. Also The
nections in use now. One
for Stanley demonretail stoge building on
Collection! Bargains
Antique Mall, Court
Mims
large
12'
by
12'
storage
car
strations,
south skit- court square
galore! Box
1824,
Square,
THE PHANTOM
Murray,
building insulated and
,necessary. Willing to
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
Kentucky.
lined, One 5' by 8' steel
5ENERAL
work. Can make $79.50
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247ASOLANA,THIS
storage
shed.
All
on
four
IS MR. WALKER,
per week part time or
2833.
CONRAD'S PIANOS THE PRE-SIDEHT
nice lots 100' by 200' just
$180.00 per week full HAY FOR SALE. Also
SENT HIM TO
Organs, Kimball and
3
minutes
away
from
37 Livestock Supplies
1972 Datsun. Call after
TALK TO
time. Phone or write for
Baldwin, Lowery -Story
lake. Excellent well and
5:00 p. m. 436-2337.
interview -Winnie Love,
and Clark. Largest
septic system. Call 753ONE PAIR OF Sorrell
Box 151, Murray, Ky.
selection in Western
5352 6:00 a. m. to 6:00p.
mare mules with flax
BATH"
TUB..
ENPhone 753-2342.
Kentucky, 753-1424,
m.
mane and tail. Two and
CLOSURE kits. MarMurray,.
Olympic Plaza,
10 B,.s.-,es, Oppc
3 years old. Will weigh
bleized and solid colors
Ky.
1974 ATLANTIC on 1 acre
approximately 1200 Ifs.
can be installed by
lot in front of East
BUILT UP
when grown. Real show
amateur. Murray
23 Exterminating
Elementary School. Call
ROOFING
mules. $1350. Call nights
Lumber CO., 104 Maple.
753-1775.
Repair work, new con615-23242i.
Oldest home
and
struction
BIG HORN roping saddle,
operated
oitned &
reroofing. Approved
used, custom made
1975 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, low mileage, extra
in Calloway Co.
camper shell for short
by major roofing
nEw car trade-In.
bed step side Chevrolet
manufacturers. Caustipickup. Call 489-2330.
1975 Codillite Sedan DeVille, low mileage, new car
ci us soon for
trade in.
economical prices ea
FIREWOOD HICKORY
quality work.
and oak. $15.00 a rick.
1976 Chevrolet Monza, V-8 automatic with double
Call.I89-2307.
power and air, 12.000 miles, new car trade in.
Klapp Noosing
Co., Inc.
1976 Pontiac Astre, new car trade in, extra nice.
Mayfield,limitedly
. FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
' Hickory and oak, any
1971 Pontiac Bonneville. 4 door hard top, double
12 Insurance
length different prices.
power and air, new car trade in.
Phone 753-3914
Call 4374481.
[IL ABNER
1971 Ford Wagon,double power and air, extra nice.
/TP-IARS 040'CNE NATCHERL_Y
FIREWOOD, ALL harITS BEEN!"rivo THINS E. -521f-'- INTO
dwoods available.
. TH' WCOCE440:
(5 `)47,' REA
WEEKS ..SKIC
Custom cut. $17.00 rick.
South 1316
Nor50
2
111,0111.•
d‘Pi
Pi4E-50/7Free delivery. Call 753HARP?'
ikement
AN
t4V
8536.
pr- Sitt
^tit,
For Al Taw
.t1
- (••.`
•
Me • Peatiat
'
WilalfOr0
Cadillac
111=11111
Insomnia*
SALE- -4- ,CHAINSAW
FRUIT TREES, apple.,
4
k
Needg.••
chains, Vs" or 404 pitch.. " 'peach; pear and Plum.
1attidie4Coret0rnen Are Oor
us
•
.
A
,60:
Pordern II Thurman
Enough for 12" bar,
Maio Comeere"
Standards and dwarfs.
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
Insurance
Shirley Garden Center
P
IIWSW
14116 West
-bar, $10.95. Wallin
- 7S7-$31S
has all your favorites,
7 4-4
ill iSpi•
763-41111
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
500 N. 4111. Call 752-8944.
11Wlmi
-memmeememem
'Western Dark
Fired Tobacco
Growers
Association

WE WOULD LIKE to

ONE-STOP
SERVICE

DON'S
AUTO
REPAIR

al. ,?,.12,000.00

,

Brit

44
.,
111".
OW

=IP**p

OUCH Ty

(

42a717
Destafri

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
AN

PURDOM

11
•

4
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43 Real Estate

Supplies

ONE HAMSHIRE boar
weight about 400 lb. One
bred Yorkshire sow.
Call 436-5622.
REGISTERED POLLED
Hereford cow, 10 years
old, and 4 month old
Heifer calf. 25 cents per
pound. Due to , hay
shortage. Call 436-5324.
II
e.
50
h.

rr

2
:it
as.

)n.
y.
493

oom
Lent
10.

WO

nt.
tor
It y
and
4342
.m.

LICK
New

rden

38 Pets

Supplies

AKC 'REGISTERED
Beagle and Cocker
Spaniel puppies, also
grown male Beagle. Call
492-8861.
FOR SALE registered
_ Walker Hound Dogs. JO
iiiunttia Old, have started
hunting. Phone 436-5650.

COZY COMFORT-is- the
word for this attractive
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City water
'
and sewer, 2 baths all
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
,double
concrete
driveway. Nei., and
ready for someone to
move right in. You will
love the up-to-theminute appointments.
Do come and see for
yourself. • GUY SPANN
REALTY,
901
Sycamore',753-7724.
HOME AND LOY-for
sale at 407 _N. 3rd., Two
bedroom, living room,
kitchen, bath. Call 753IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION on this 3
bedroom,2 bath hbme at
convenient
location
close to -shopping areas
on quiet residential
_street. Attractive landscaping and a large
workshop make t.4ia„ a
-yen-desirable- hairoa -to
- own. Call any of our five
full-time sales personnel
for more information on
this fine home. Priced in
mid 30's. KOpPERIJD
REALTY, 753-1222. -

43 Real Estate

311 ACRES OF PRIME
farm land with two
bedroom house just
listed. Farm land is 95
per "cent 4enced with
woven wire, has tobacco
base and tobacco barnequipment shed. This is
some of the finest farm
land in the county and
has frontage on both
Highway 121 North and
Brady Road. Home is
well built, brick and
frame home with tree
shaded lot and white
plank-fenced yard.
Located‘ only 51
/
2 miles
from Murray. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more information on this fine
_ffoperty. We at KOPPERUD REALTY are
working hard to provide
the best possible service
to you.

-

$2,000,000
Plus,
In Real
Estate Sales
During 1976

TWO ACRES OF land
east of iUmp on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.

Inventory Clearance

SALE

OR
lody
Call

On All CB Radios
And Equipment
Johnson Messenger 250
Base Station

ling, ..
Call

Regular

$24490

Sale Price $184"

or
ft.
753-

Cobra 29 Mobile Set
List 1219"
Sale Price $154"

Chuck's Music Center

LSE,
on
uare
ft.
247-

Year End Clearance
Every Item In Store Reduced. All new - Magnavox

Now
Reg.
Stereo Headphones
$14.98 $9.59
AM-FM Clock Radio
$54.95 $32.95
Stereo Components ........$189.95 $129.95
19" B 11TV Portable . . S198.00 $149.00 ..t.
13" COlorPortable IV . . . $389.00 $319.00 wt.
19" Color Portable TV . . . $498.00 $389.00 la
25" Color Console TV. . S629.00 $489.00
STereo Console
$198.00 $129.00
Stereo Console
$329.00 $239.00
Stereo Console
$519.00 $429.00
Wurlitzer Organ
$3100.00 $2195.00
Wurlitzer Piano
$1198.00 $798.00
Odyssey
1119.95 $79.95

rrell
Raz _
and
,eigh

thow
ights

tra

car

ble

We Finance - Nothing Down
SPECIAL BARGAINS
$49.95
12" B W ry
7 $129.00
23" Color, Portable
$228.00
25" Color TV'Console (used)
-25's Color1V Console (Reposiessedl. $1.5 00a roonth

able

'Many Other Specials %re Jan.8

3-111V1usic-liteignavox

1St

115

Chestnut St.(Dixieland Center), Murray, Ky.
V.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

IMPROVED COUNTRY
lot. Ideal for mobile
home now and build
later. - -Conveniently
located 11
/
2 miles behind
Wiggons
Furniture.
23,000. Call 753-9773.
°

"AT LEAST PRESIDENT FORD LiOT
HIS OWN 13REAKFAS1."
47 Motorcycles

49 Used Cars & Trucks

•. REAN. HICH-trail mini
bike.'Great Christmas
Gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.49 Used Cars & Trucks
1272 CHEVROLET Impala, good condition,
50,000 miles. $1515.00.
Call 767-4793.
1974 V. W. Super beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
753-3185.
1976 GMC 14 ton, heavy
duty springs and tires,
8,000 miles. Perfect
condition. $3,950. Call
753-4716.

19111 CJI JEEP. Call 7539407.

1972 DODGE Colt, 4 cyl.
automatic, 2 dr,_ h.t.,
solid yellow with new
tires. $1050.00. Phone
354-6217.

1954 CHEVY PICKUP.
Custom painted. Mag
wheels. New tires.
Rebuilt Totor. Needs
upholstery work. $875.
Call 753-4174 after 4.

1969 CAMARO. 350 cu. in.
automatic, good condition. $1.000 Call 7539452.

' 1973 CAPRICE CLASSIC.
1963. _ THUNDERBIRD.- _ Power...... Air. .134lials
Burgandy color. 41,000
automatic transmission,
raAlesall7520499br
• power -steering, power
brakes. Air. $400. Call
1974 FORD VAN for sale.
436-2439-after 6:30.
V-8, straight drive,
power steering. Body
1968 V. W. BEETLE with
like new. Call 753-9200t
1973 motor. 44.00. Call
753-0165 or after 6 753FOR SALE OR TRADE
0574.
for a Cheyelle- or
Camaro"a
.1969
- 1968 Z28 CAMARO, 302:
Roadrunner,_
383 turbo 400. $1200. Can be
magnum, 4 spked.
seen at 66 Station 4th .
Mags. Blue with black
Und • Chestnut or ,phone
_453-0165 days 753-0574 • "Vinyl top. Call 753-5612.
_
1971 CHEVY Caprice.
54,000 miles. Call 4891972
PLYMOUTH
2346 _days, 489-2285-after
Duster, 340 engine.
6 p. m.
Power steering and
brakes. Tape-pla-yez-and
chrome wheels. $1,000. 1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automa;ic, 34
Can be seen at 66
ton_ Call 435-4113 aftet6.
Station,
4th
and
Chestnut or phone 753_ FOR RENT OR SALE:. _8 _
0165
daYS:- '753-0574 /970PAL WAGON;gas
room house, 3 bedroom,
4 speed.$550. Call
nights.
central heat and air, 4
482.2595.miles from Murray on
1968,..MUSTANG
V-8,
641. Call 753-5618.
automatic. Red. Ex- 1967 MUSTANG GT
fastback.
289
cellent condition. $1100.
V-8
FOR ALL YOUR inautomatic. mag wheels,
Call 753-6648.
surance or real estate
57,000 miles. Good
needs. Call Wilson
condition. $1050.' Call
T-BIRD, FOUR door 1967
Insurance and Real
753-9189 or 753-8124 after
(Classic?) 81,000 local.
Estate, 753-3263. Across
5.
Sharp and ready. $1250.
from Post Office.
Buddy Valentine, 1804
1972 MAVERICK, 6
Greenbrier 753-4981.
4ti. Homes For Sale
cylinder,. automatic,
power steering, new •
1973 BUICK LE SABRE
COUNTRY HOME - 4
custom 4 door sedan. __tir_e_s, • 54,000
bedroom-brick - on' 24,4
-Excellent tondilion. 22One owner. 43,400 miles.
wooded acres. $31,900.
$1350. Call 763In excellent condition.
Call 753-5747.
9189 or 753-8124 after 5.
$2,700. Call 753-0609.
1969 FORD TORINO.
Small
V-8,
with
automatic transmission.
Fair condition. $550. Call
753-8127.

1962 DODGE PICKUP.
Slant six, big bed, good
condition. $275. Call 739189 or
after5.
1975 MALIBU CLASSIC,4
door. 1972 Olds 98. Both
in excellent condition.
Can
be seen
at
University Gulf.

TWO BEDROOM HOME
1970 PONTIAC. A real
Northwest of Murray on
sharpie. Call 753.5561.
nice shady lot. Fully
carpeted, kitchen, 1972
DATSUN PICKUP.
dining room, utility,
Excellent condition. Call
fifth, and living room.
753-5561.
CONVERTIBLE
latithat•
Ample storagearea plus
- Pontiac Custom S. 0. H.
two outdoor storage 1962 PONTIAC 2
door
C. 6 cylinder automatic,
buildings. Call 489-2778 , hardtop,
automatic
a 'steal at $750. Also Tbefore 8:30 a. m. or after- transmissTOn, power
Birds, one each 1955,
5:30 p. m.
steering, power brakes.
1956, 1957. Best in$100. Cin 436-2439. after
vestment around. See
6:30 p. m.
BY OWNER,REDUCED,
Bob Cook at Hazel.
seven, rooms and. bath,,
With dry basement and
carport. Large lot, good
location. Call 753-1961.

WILL.D0 BABYSITTING
in my home..Call 7530877.

1965 MERCURY. POwer,
brakes, steering, new
tires. $125. Dune Buggy, GLASS•REPAIR WORK
289 engine;- automatic' for storm windows and
transmission. Best
doors. Window glass,
offer. Headache rack for
mirrors, and auto glass
semi. $50. Call 753-0085.
replacement. M and G
Complete Glass,
1934 COMET,27000 actual
Dixieland
Shopping
mites, like new or 1974
Center, 753-0180. "
Duster, 6 cylinder, 3
speed, power steering. rFNFRILI
narsrunr
Factory air. Both cars
work, white gravel,
extra sharp. Choice,
Sank gravel. Call 436$1975. Call 753-9773.
2306.

1973 GRAND PRIX. 1969
Toronado. Call 436-2471.

1966 SCOUT, 4 cyl•
straight stack. good
body and runs good.
8450.00. Phone 354-6217.

1 Service Offered

ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.

1962 CHEVY U, perfect
condition. Four new
tires: $320. Call 753-5889
between 8 a. m. to 12
noon Monday.

agalgoimosomaar

BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick home. Just been
decorated. 1702 College.
Farm Road or call 7535287.

51. Services Offered

1974 MUSTANG II, Local
car, low mileage, extra
sharp. Call 7584410.

22 ROLLING WOODED
acres on blacktop near
Panorama
Shores.
2695.06 'acre. Call 7539773.

5 Acne
Within 2 ales of city has 3
bedrooms, large hvl.g room
dining wee, 7 rooms in
silt* ea • boostifol hill
hes 16 i40 hock building
atil-211-4-30 motel stock
Iwo,
$32,000.
WOO Sq. Ft.
This drown home is located
in
moss Ansicaisin
imetion, clew hi me course, swimming pool and mil
3 mi•etits from city,
ildrolling bus two belts, 3
bedrooms,Imp Willy, 11t
15 family room with
filmier* heated on Nigh.
vary 94 west.
RUSTIC AND PICOld Out Sowed
TURESQUE deStribes
1 Sodritein home with at
this 3 bedroom,; bath
modern
facilities,
redemorated and mood conWestern Cedar home
structioa. Newly mimed me
near Farmington. This
he interim, located irr city
of Nana, only $11,100.
quality-built home has
Worth The Money
economical heat pump,
2 or 3 Bedroom from home
cypress sundeck,
with-i. both hos lorpo
Malty, 2 porches but the
fireplace, and many
r
oetheildings
other extras. This brand
phoweremeol, MI this is 2
new home is situated on
acres of MO for wilt
$19,000.
approxinintely 3 wooded
3 Ayes
acres surrounding your
Loaded new WI Cherry
Center has a beenotifyl white
own pond in scenic
,brick home with trees
• setting. Call 753-8080 or
backgreend end oniteoh
room fee the lorge founly,
come by 106 N. 12th,
you should Pm this tor less
BOY!) MAJORS REAL
time $35,000.
ESTATE.
11
/
2lass
Cossmetic appoorooce with
strocturol sweadness this 3
AVAILABLE FOR imbedroom brick has 2.baths,
mediate possession this '
dishwesiou mai silk. most
modern facilities wear Coldbrand
new
three
water for $32,000.
_bedroom home on.
Living Inessoe
extra large lot can be ' Eery nice 3 bedroom borne
tamest is city limits
yours. Spacious kitchen,
modoni, mod has a 30 I 40
lots of closer_oorn and
shop the can bit used for
cleanup
or body shop.
two baths: John C.
Cheers
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Pick mw owe colors and
facWlIes to suit year taste
Main St., 753-0101 or
I. Nth 4 bedroom brick as.
Linda Drake, 753-0492. •
bona with firepiece, petrol
haul aid air located in the
bettor port if Murray, on
We at
Dom teed.
lit* Now Camp
IWO 1 1102 N. 17th, is the
locution of this oritstunding
wish to
barrio with 3 bedrooms, 1
both and•special study for
Thank You.
the csainte Mel. yr
enl.
Noose Traitor and Land
--r= our friends, Located in Stella and Wholly
for the
situated for rental of Weiler
park and has 20 phis acres
of Mad along with • marl
hum* home, if yee went in
come property and farm cell
Wilma Ins. and Real Estee
Phone 753.3243 anytime

Wilson Realty

JrIC 307:1

16' TRAILER, camcfer.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

•
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for _free
estimates.

-,brick

TILE - TILE - TILE
Complete patio and
and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug,
Taylor at 753-2310 fo
free estimates for your
needs.

WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
•earpentry work. Phone
527-9959.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN .prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605. .

FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.

1975 DODGE Camper. 21
Ft. sleeps six. 12,000
miles. Call 753-8533
afterfr7534121.
• '

UPHOLSTERING
custom and specializing
• in antiques. Call 7530493.

FAIN'S' ELECTRICAL
Service.
Residential;
mobile home-hookup
and service. Licensed.
Roger Fain, 435-4539.

ELECTROL-UX SALES
and seriice. Call TonyMontgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
-

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

50 Campers

LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION backhoe
work . in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.

GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
ROY--HARNECtNi-- ear=----•-Totters --Installed per
Penter
S p
your specifications. Call
Professionals. Building,
Icioug Taylor at 753-2310
remodeling, repairing.
for free estimates. Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
WE LAY RUBBER back
Theatre.
carpet $1.25 sq. yd. Work
guaranteed 1 year. Call
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
for Ray 436-2124 or Bob
rocked and graded. Free
436-2415.
estimates. Call Clifford
-Garrison 753-5429.
NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
PAINTING interior and
carpenter work or light
exterior. Texture gelling
hauling. Call 753-4707and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.
CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
DOZER WORK - small
reasonable rates,
size' ideal for leveling,
references,
free
spreading backfilling.
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.

1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.

51 ...ervites Offered

HAVING TROUBLE,
.getting----those
--plumbing jobs done?
Then cal 753-6614.
54. Free Column

WET BASEMENT? We,
• make Wet basements
51 Services Offered
dry, work completely
MOBILE HOME anchors, 'guaranteed. Call or
Underpinning,
write Morgan Conaluminum awning, and
struction Co., Route 2,
roofs sealed. Call
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky
eveninss; 753-1873, Jack
42001. Phone day or
Glover.
night 442-7026.

•

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home andindustrial,air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating.. Call 474884I.or 753-7203.

WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and
Wilson
put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
, awnings_ and carports.
Call 753-1873.

FOR YOUR SEFTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call._ John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

FOUR FREE PART
_Siamese kitteni. Two
female, 2 male. Black..
Call 753-7576.

FOR SALE Don's Parkway
Dover, Tenn.
Across from Fort Donelson National Park where 1
million:oeople visit each year. At entrance to land Between The lakes.

---Realto-r Pai-Mobley
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

DEBT=FREE HOUSE
Mr. Homeowner, does it
On the strictly financial
make sense to. strive for a
paid-up, mortgage Its soon side, the larger the down
payment, the more you will
AS . possible? The _so-called
experts are divided down save on interest costs and
the middle on this questiqn. the lower your monthly
So well cover the paid-up mortgage payments will be
leasing. more cash for
mortgage advocates today.
sAyE,n_g5 _ant other
Oise
the_
Of
motivations for buying periSer Also, the more you
homes.is the view toward have invested in your -house
the more you can take out
retirement. During that
period, Social Security can. when you eventually sell.
at best; act only as a supplement to living evpenses
It will not pay for mortgage
Consulting
with
peopic
yments also. A paid-up :about their real estate needs
is
our
specialty. Drop by Purmortgage in the latter less
affluent years of life can give dom A 'Thurman onAthe
court square or call Pat
.# family a great sense of Mobley 753-4451
or 753security and well being.
8958, Were here to help!

Opportunities Unlimited
6000 sq. ft. store space,
Buy stock and equipment-lease building.
Choice of Grocery Programs available.

See by Appointment
Don Riddle
615-232-5609 or

615-232-7636
•
SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY

A

$425.00' up, floored, reedy to use. Ooly a few buildings,
various sills, left in stock ot old prices. Oily the bett for
less.
CUSTOM BUILT POITABLI OUliDINGS - 753-0904

-

[WALLIS DRU.GJ
•PRESCRIPTIONS

NEW
THREE
BEDROOM home,
central air 'end heat.
$27,000 will consider
trading for' mobile
home, lot, etc. Ca11.7533672.
BY OWNER - 2 bedroom
brick, fireplace, garage,
patio, large shaded lot.
$25,500. Call 753-5818.
4/ Motorcycles
'YAMAHA MINI Endlira•
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-

•HOSPIT AL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADINC BRANDS Of COSMETICS

MD Stethoscope R. 12.50 Sale $8.95
Nurse Stethoscope Reg. $9.50 Sole $6.00
BP Cuff
Reg. $29.95 Sale $18.95

Mercy
s Professional Ambulance
, Service'
•

1-iospital Supplies,
Sales and Rentals
511 N. 4th Street

•

-

The 40th Birthday of

CHARLES HAYDEN WALSTON
...From His Younger Good Friends

Phone 753-9333
S
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Sale Of Winchester Printing
Firm Is Announced Here Today

I Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Saturday
For Hub Erwin

Mrs. Darnell Dies
At Hospital With
Funeral Saturday

'The sale of Winchester the Litho Club in Nashville teacher in Huntsville, Ala.,
Printing, a local Job printing and is a member of the and Kathy Harding, a student
The funeral services for
firm which has been , in graphic arts education pt Harding College in Searcy,
Herbert (Hub) Erwin of Hazel
business since 1964, was an- committee foundation. He and Ark.
Mrs. Bessie Darnell of
Route One will be held
nounced today by owner Joe his wife, Miriam, have two
Winchester said that the
Saturday at two p. m. at the Murray Route Three, Shiloh
Pat
Winchester,
founder
has been good to him
of
the
business
daughters,
Karen
Logan,
a
Thursday
at
Community,
died
South Pleswit Grove United
firm.
family.
his
and
Lourdes
Methodist Church with the 12:30 p,m. at
The new owner of the firm,
"We've built our business on
Rev. Dr. William P. Mullins, Hospital, Paducah. Her death
Charles
W.
Olree,
said
that
the
quality
and service," he said.
followed
an
of
n
age
,....2`—.1r., officiating and the Church at the
name will remain the same
"While I am leaving the
Choir providing the music and extended illness.
and no personnel changes are
printing business we have no
The deceased was the wife
song service.
anticipated.
plans to leave the community.
Active pallbearers will be of W. 0. Darnell who died
"I ant impressed *with the
has been'ireal joy to serve
It
was
a:
She
1974.
November
30,
Jones,
Alvis
Carlos Jones,
plant
facilities,
the
fine people of Murray,"
experience
the
Creek
Sugar
the
Immanuel Lutheran Church
Duff Erwin, Stark Erwin, Bee member of
of the staff and the quality of will install its congregational Winchester elided.
Guthrie, Herman Guthrie, Baptist Church. Born January
printing produced by Win- officers for 1,77 in the regular
Codie Caldwell, and Homer 31, 1901, in Calloway County,
Ic-)74 41174i'l
chester Printing," Olree said. 10:30 a.m. Irorship service on :•Iref
•MIlfer The 'Men's Adult she'Was the daughter of the
"I
am
proud
to
be
Aline
assticiated
and
Holland
Kelzie
late
Sunday,
the
January 9.
Stmday School Class of
Prime of stock at local interest at noon
with such standards and will
kr the "Adger &
The following persons will EDT, todsy, funnelled
church will serve as an Stubblefield Holland.
in
a
conwill
appear
evangelistic-learn
from
Minn.,
Bemidji,
CHANCELLORS,
an
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Times
THE
work
hard
to
continue the be installed: Ralph Lorenz,
Mrs. Darnell is survived by
honorary group.
ere as follows:
firm's place in the corn- president; Jack Benton, vice- Murray,
cert of gospelrniisic at the IGiksey United Methodist Church on Monday,January 10, at
interment will be in the one daughter, Mrs. Paul Jerry
41
Heublein Inc
program
of
contemporary
present
a
and
gospel
traditional
will
They
m.
munity."
p.
seven
19th
52% 4,
Kind, McDenalds Corp
Jan
president;
church cemetery with the (Clara) Lee, 812 North
7 -%
Systems
Ponderosa
with
harpsicord,
harmony
the
sounds
piano,
organ,
of
brass,
,
Winchester has been secretary; Don., Wiener, ICimberly Clark
favorites as they blend
arrangements by the 'Max, Street, Murray; three sons,
42% +94
bus,
live
on
the
road
in
their
silver
travel
specially
equipped
They
bass.
associated
with
and
keyboard
the
printing
59%
+
Darnell
Carbide
and
Union
treasurer; Marc Hoyer,
Churchill 'Funeral Home James Lee
29 uric
W.R.Grace
twenq-live,days of each month, have recorded six albums, and have
Murray
industry
for
24
years.
Prior
ta
approximately
Raymond
nrnell,_
Cindy
secretary;
financial
—where-friends-may-call.
27% +%
Texaco
opening his own business, he Holzschuh, Sunday School General Eke
53% +4,
made numerous television appearances. No admission will be charged and thepuivigli
Mr. Erwin, age 77, died Route Three, and Wayne
13% -nil
GAF
was
sponsoring
churches,
Kirksey
Drive,
to
a
spokesman
employed
from the
'in the job Superintendent; La Verne Georgia
is invited to attend, according
early Wednesday iiiOrrileg Darnell, Parklane
36 -%
c
printing
Mrs.
Churches.
sister,
Cumberland
department
Grove
of
Oak
Presbyterian
2044
4.
Murray;
one
and
The
Methodist
Pfizer
Williams,
United
Louis
and
Burke
from-injuries sustained in an
I.
37% 49
Jim Walters
Murray Ledger & Times.
trustieS.
automobile accident near Woodrow (Frances) kuirell,
Kirscha
.111% -%
Olree,- the new owner,- has
44% 44
The officers will be install-id Disney
Nashville, Tenn. He was a Paducah; two brothers,
20 +%
been in the printing industry by the Rev. Robert A. Franklin Mint
Marvin Holland, College
farmer and tobacco buyer.
at noan
interest
local
Prices at stocks of
for 26 years and was most Brockhoff, pastor of the today
hroished to the Ledger & Times by
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Farm Road, Murray, and
recently training director and. congregation.
I. M.Simon Co. are as follows:
Eva Bazzell- Erwin Hazel John Holland, East Palatka,
+1.66
Av.
Greeters for this service will Indus.
Route One; three daughters, Fla.; eleven grandchildren;
"Ye Are The Light Of the vice president for manufac30+3
/
4
Airco
4 unc
Mrs. L. W. Paschall and'Mrs. one great grandchild; three
World" will be the subject of turing for Baird Ward in be George and Eldora Friebel. Am. Motors
33% unc,
Ashland Oil
Nashville, one of the largest
Dianne Gallimore, Murray, step grandchildren.
63% unc
The Dexter-Hardin United been resident bishop of the the sermon brthe Rev. Lloyd
A. T.& T
/
4
Funeral serviceS will be Methodist Church, located on Charlotte, 41. C., area, Perrin at the eleven _ a.m. commercial printers in the
604 +3
Ford Motor
and Mrs. Charles Parker,
- 52% -%
Gen.
Hazel; three!, sons, Joe Tom held Saturday at one p.m. at U. S. 641 North at the presiding over the Western Worship services on Swiday, south. Among magazines
75% +%
Gen.
Gen. Tire
and Rob Erwin, Hazel Route the chapel of the Blalock- Calloway-Marshall County North Carolina District. He January 9, at the Poplar printed by Baird Ward are
36% unc
Goodrich
One, and Billy Erwin, Hazel Coleman Funeral Home with link will have ,a special ser- was elected to the episcopacy Spring Baptist Church. His Parents magazine, Field and
20% +%
Gulf othl
ofStream,
Owen
Progressive
Farmer
Gerald
Rev.
31% -%
Pennwalt
Route Two; two sisters, Mrs. , the
vice of dedication on Sunday, in 1964 after an eight year scripture will be from Mat254 Inc
Quaker Oats
and Southern Living.
Pearl Jones, Murray,' and ficiating and Mrs. Oneida January 9, at seven p. m. with tenure as president of Emory thew 5.
32% unc
Republic Skeel
The Rev. Walt Sutton will be Sanger mfg '
20% +'4 _Ng. Mary Wilson, Detroit, White as organist and soloist-. the special speaker to be the and Henry College.
Paul'Henderson will direct ,Olree has previously served
10', inc
Pallbearers will be James Rev. Earl G. Hunt, Jr., bishop
Bishop Hunt received his B. the music with Mrs. Hazel as Dean Of the Southern School the guest minister at the 10:45 TaPP00
Mich.; two brothers,-Phil and
20 +%
Western Union
Marc,
of
Raymond,
Printing
and
has
taught
at
Wayne,
Lee,
a.
m.
worship
services
on
.
25% -%
TenEast
Radio
Murray;
degree
from
Zenith
Dewey L. Erwin,
Jean Brandon as organist and
of the Nashville Area of the S.
Burial
Darnell.
Arkansas
State,
Carnegie
Gary
Sunday, January 9, at the
nessee State. University, his miqc-Jaopt Byerly as pianid
eleven grandchildren; three Ken,and
United'Methodist Church..
will be in the Elm Grove
great grandchildren.
Sunday School will be at ten Univ., Ferris State in Mich., First Presbyterian Church,
Pastor of the Dexter-Hardin Master of Divinity degree
and Wayne-State. He received Main and Sixteenth Streets,
Cemetery.
Church, the Rev. Steve from Chandler School of a.m. and evening wOrship will
(Continued from Page 1)
his B. S. in printing plant Murray.
Friends may call at the Shapard, said the present Theology at Emory Univer- be at 6:30.
hosted by the Fulton Club
be
management at West Virginia
funeral home.
The guest speaker is from
church building was built in 4ity, his DD from Titsculurn
Holiday Inn there. In the '•
at
the
Ins—Masters,
...„TerJi
—and
_
hi .the_
Preabyteriaik.---:-.-,466;0
- 3: a
-and Dulte--Einiversity,
education at Pittsburg.
Theological Seminary. His a
"
church paid off the building his. LLD from the University
is
Pond
Murphy's
and
Lake
.01ree is a past president of subject will be "The Use of
indebtedness when a note -- of Chattarioo' ga, his DCL from
Light" with the scriptures Pkaliried'
College,
Emory
and
Henry
burning ceremony was held.
Calloway-Providence - from
Wednesday,.May 4—A tour
Genesis 1:1-5 and John
and hiSØIW HD from Belmont
The
church
was
formed
from
of Westvaco is planned with
.The .funeral for Joe Bill
1:1-14.
_
college:
Here
Game
Abbey
.Basketball
the Dexter and
The Sinking Spring Baptist'
'Willie X. Smith - of Benton the -merger of
Henson is being held today at
Choir director will be Kathy the Clinton club assisting. The public is invited and Church will hear its pastor,
Hardin Churches in 1967.
The Calloway County High
Following lunch the group will
two p.m. at the Union Ridge Route One died Wednesday at
urged to attend the special the Rev. Lawson Williamson, School Lakers will play the Mowery with the organist to
The -Rev.
Crump,
tour
the Union CarbideBaptist Church at Aurora with 11:30 p.m. • at the Benton
be
Jim
Wright.
evening,
Sunday
superintendent of the Paris services on
speak at both the eleven a.m. Providence High School"team
Atomic
Energy plant ansi the
the Rev. Willard Beasley Municipal Hospital. He was 67
School
will
be
at
9:30
Sunday
District of the United said the church pastor, the and 6:45 p.m. services on in the scheduled_ basketball
TVA Shiwnee Steam plant.
officiating. Burial will be in years of age.
a.
m.
A
nursery
is
provided
for
Shapard.
Rev.
Sunday, January 9, at the game for the boys"on Satur- the services.
Thursday, May 5—In the
The deceased was a retiretl Methodist Church, will be
the Union Ridge Cemetery
present for the dedication
day,January 8, at 6:30 p..m.,..at
'
church.
morning the group will to
with the Filbeck and Cann mail carrier and a member of
The
Budget
Committee
of
ceremonies, along with the
"We'll-east Our Crowns At Jeffrey gym here.
the church will meet Wed. , Carter School, Murray Middle
Funeral Home of Benton in the Benton Church of Christ.
Ron McAlister, principal of
'His. Feet" will be the special
Mr. Smith is s,urvived by his Rev. John Churchwell, the
charge of the arrangements.
nesday, January 12, at seven School, Murray High and
Rev.Thomas Bullock, and the
selection to be sung by the Calloway High, said the game p. m. at the church.
Murray Vocational School.
- Mr. HensonTlige 63, a 'wife, Mrs. Tessie Smith, and
Rev. John Penny, who have
Adult Choir, directed by will be played as scheduled on
recifient of Benton Route-Five, one daughter, Mrs. Phyllis
Following lunch with the
Regular worship services Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott Saturday even though school
died Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. Garland, Benton Route One; served as pastors of the
Murray Club at the Woman's
church
during
the
-TWA
ten
'at the piano and-_Mrs. Jim-- isnot in session today due to Murray-Fulton Connty
will
be-A*1d at the N°rtl
.at the,p_e_nton_ Municipal orie son, Willis Smith, Benton
'Clubhouse, the group will
'
1'
4 1d Neale at the organ at the the weather conditions.
HospitaPlie was a former Route Five; one sister, Mrs. years, and the Rev. Shapard,, Plea4nt r'''')ve. Cumber:
spend the afternoon at Murray
Game Postponed :Here
Presbyterian Church on morning
present
minister.
• service.
Lillie
employee of the city of 'BenDarnall, Benton; one
State University.
Bishop Hunt was appointed_ Sunday, January-9, at eleven
Assisting in the service will
VFW MAN COMING
The boys basketbaltgame at
ton.
Friday, May 6, will be a free
brother, Leones Smith, Benton
a. m. and 6:30 p. m.
High
The state service nffieer-ef --MurraySchool arrar the pests and the NW.
be Gene Jones, deacon of the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Route One; five grand- to his present position during
1076
Southeastern
The church pastor, the Rev. week.
the Kentucky Veterans of scheduled tonight (Friday) families and on Saturday
Flora Henson; four sisters, children; two great grand- the
_Jurisdictional Conference W. Edd Glover, Will speak on
The Youth will meet at 5:30 Foreign Wars(VFW),John D. with Fulton County High May 7, the group will depa:t
Mrs.Lena McLeod, Mrs. Ruth children. ire practice and Williams, will be in the Circuit School of Hickman here has for Hopkinsville where they
for 4i
cihoth
m.sing
"West, and Mrs. Udella
Funeral services were held replacing Bishop H. E. the subject, "There Is No pw.ili
-Court Room of the-Calloivay been cancelled, according to will visit- -the Hopkinsville
_ Eubanks, all of Benton Route. this morning at eleven o'clock Finger, Jr. The Nashville Difference" at the morning
His scripture will be vice.
-County Court House on Eli Alexander, assistant Rotary Club.
Eight, and Mrs. Katherine at the chapel of the Filbeck Area bishop is head of both the
ill be at ten Saturday;
Saturday Jan. 8 to assist superintendent of Murray City
oorlhwTrainiag_
juici
day S
clhur
m
un
2S
Russon of Benton Route Four; and Cann Funeral Home, Memphis and Tennessee Again Romans 3:22-26.
Guest Speaker at the regular
their dependents Schools.
two brother,,ChailesandrLoir Renton, -wittr-Bro Harold Annual Cenferenr.es ig_ the 'Special music will be
-meeting-of-the Marraiji-Rotary—
directed by Mrs. Emma Dean six p.m.
in filing claims or to answer
Alexander said the igame club Thursday was Dr. 0. C.
Henson, both of Benton Route Wood officiating: Interment church.
Prior to his present Lawson. Greeters will be Greg
„.,.atiy questions that might was cancelled due to the road Wells, who is observing his
Nursery workers will be.
Eight; several nieces and was in the—Walnut Grove
assignment, Bishop Hunt had Cain and Tommy Thornton. Mrs. Nancy Bogard, Mrs. arise. He will be at.. the conditions in the Fulton 90th birthday today, Dr. Wells
nephews.
Cemetery.
• Siinday School will be held Debbie Darnell, and Mrs. courthouse from b a.m. until County area. The game will be is a long-time member
of the
at ten a. m.
noon Saturday (tomorrow). rescheduled, at a later date. Murray club.
Sarah Crick.

Lutheran Church To
Install Officers
Sunday Morning

Dexter-Hardin
Plans Dedication

Poplar Spring Will
Hear Rev. Perrin

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Sutton
Sunday Morning

Rotary. .

Joe Bill Henson Is
----Mad-At Age Of13; wait x-.-sinith-----190,rwretterpartetutztvw-College
Dies At Hospital.
-Funeral Is Today
Rites Held Today

Rev. Williams'
Speak At Sinking
Spring Services

n

Rev. Glover Will
Speak At Church

Old Oak Tree
Restaurant

-

Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Located at Buchanan Resort
Close to Paris Landing
Ph. 642-8810

Friday

Gourmet Delight
Prime Rib ...'595
.(11(1(1 Parc
For Your Dining Pleasure
Live Entertainment

Scotty Bell
Sings & Plays The Omen

/

SENN 1N(,
1101 NS:

Sun.-Thursday
7:00 a. m. til 10:00 p. m.
Friday I. Saturday
5:00 a. m. til
11:00p.m.

Every Fri. & Sat. Night
from 7 to 11

We will be dosed Saturday

night Jan. 8th in order that we
may host the annual dinner for
the Henry ,County Trador Pull
Association.

Don't get caught Oct in
Arrange now for direct
Check

050earsecurity

-5:hit...sr/teem

